




AP Biology Tips and Test Taking Strategies

conqueryourexam.com/ap-biology-tips/

What’s the next AP test that you’re looking at? If it’s the AP Biology exam, then you’re

definitely in the right place because we’re going to take a closer look at AP Biology tips and

test-taking strategies. These tips are designed to help you get a 5 on your test by creating a

great AP Bio exam review.

What we’ve done is take a look at some of the most important information when it comes to

taking this test and the AP Biology revised curriculum, and we’ve turned it into a list for you

to look at. By going through this AP Biology study guide, and using these tips to help you

study along the way, we know you’re going to do even better.

The first thing you should know is that CollegeBoard is responsible for this test, and that

makes them your number one resource when you get started on your studying. We’ll tell

you what you should be looking to them for and just how they’re going to make a difference

in your test strategy.

Keep in mind though that CollegeBoard isn’t going to be your only source for information.

You’re still going to need some other sources, as well as your own skill in studying and

creating your study sheets. These tips and tricks should help you along a little better and

make your studying a bit easier while you’re at it.

Let’s just jump right in and take a closer look at what you’re going to need to know when it

comes to getting started on studying for your AP Biology exam. You’ll learn how to study for

AP Biology class and how to get help with AP Biology exams. Hopefully, each of these tips is

going to help you along the way.

If you’re looking for extra help, a review book can be the way to go. Check out our guide to

the best AP Biology review books here.

General How to Study for AP Biology Tips
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When it comes to taking any test or exam there are a few strategies that you always know

are going to help you. We’ll start by taking a look at some of these. When it comes to the AP

Biology test you want to make sure you’re putting in enough of the work and that you’re

actually studying in the right ways. After all, you don’t want to miss out on the more obvious

things, right?

1. Understand topics conceptually – You don’t want just to know the information. You

need to understand the concepts, and you need to understand how to apply or utilize

the information in an effective way. That’s going to allow you to answer the questions.

2. Always do the reading – When you’re taking the class make sure that you do all of

the reading that’s assigned as this is going to help you remember the information.

You’ll get a basic understanding of the information this way and learn more about

what you need to focus on.

3. Take as many practice tests as you can  – Taking practice tests is going to help you

understand what the questions look like in the real test. It’s also going to give you

more information about what information you know and what type of information

you’re not familiar with. These may also offer AP Biology practice questions by

chapter.

4. Differentiate, analyze and apply knowledge – These are the three skills that you’re

primarily being tested on so make sure that you’re paying attention to each of them

and that you know how to do this for each of the topics that are going to be studied.

5. Look at old FRQ’s – These are some of the hardest questions you’re going to find,

especially being in the hardest topic area. Make sure you understand how these

questions are written and what they are asking you for. You’ll be able to see how these

are scored as well.

6. Check practice questions on CollegeBoard – Once again, CollegeBoard is

responsible for creating the test itself, so if you go on the website you’ll see more

about official questions. This is going to help you prepare for what you’re actually

going to see on test day. You can use AP Biology multiple choice released exams.

7. Answer every question – Do not skip any questions for any of the sections. You’re

not going to lose any points if you get an answer wrong, which means you really need

to put something down, especially when it comes to free response questions.

8. Study only what’s being tested – Take a look at the specific topics that are actually

being tested and then only work on those areas. You don’t want to waste your time

studying areas that you’re never going to be tested on because you’re going to want

that time for things that you need.

9. Understand the diagrams – Know the diagrams for different functions, different

concepts and a whole lot more. You should practice drawing out all the different

diagrams until you know them well enough that you could draw them on the exam

without a problem.
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10. Know the 4 big ideas from CollegeBoard  – There are 4 big ideas from CollegeBoard

that the test is primarily going to focus on so make sure you have a strong

understanding of each of these and how they relate to each other and everything else

you’re studying.

11. Underline terms as you read the question – While you’re reading through a

question just take a few minutes to underline the important terms or words that are

going to define what the question is actually asking. That way you aren’t going to get

tricked by the wrong answer.

12. Know how and why for each topic – You can’t just know that something happens.

You’re also going to need to know how it actually works. Make sure you’re studying

each of these concepts when it comes to the important topics for the overall test.

13. Use study sheets and outlines – Creating your own study sheets is going to be one

of the best ways that you can study the information. You know what areas you need

to focus on so make sure you’re writing up outlines and other notes that are going to

focus there. You’ll do best with your own AP Biology cram packet.

14. Budget your time well – You have a certain amount of time for each portion of the

test so make sure you’re aware of the time and that you know how much time you

actually have left at every stage. You want to make sure you balance out the time

you’re taking for each of the questions.

15. Remember to study your labs – Labs are actually going to be a very big part of this

test so make sure you look at the labs you’ve done and the ones you’ve read about so

you can easily answer questions about them. You want to make sure you have a

strong understanding of how they work and what they’re telling you.

16. Know why you’re making mistakes – When you take practice tests or look at

practice questions you want to know why you’re getting certain questions wrong. This

is going to help you figure out where you should be spending more of your study time,

and it’s going to help you improve.

17. Check out study videos – There are all kinds of videos available online and on

YouTube especially. These videos, on AP Biology review websites, are going to make it

a whole lot easier for you to cram a lot more information into a smaller span of time.

You may be surprised just what you can find in a video (especially ones made by

teachers).

18. Read study books – There are a lot of options for a good AP Biology study guide book

out there, but you’re definitely going to want to look at Princeton and Barron’s. These

are two of the most popular study books for just about any type of test, and for very

good reason. They cover the material well, and they also provide practice questions

and tests to go through. An AP Biology review book could be a great tool.

19. Keep up during class – If you can keep up during the class, you’re going to have a

much better chance of getting through the rest of your studying more easily. You want

to make sure you know the information the first time through and if you don’t, when

you’re learning in class is the best time to start working on studying.
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20. Use a Study Group – A study group can help you stay motivated, and they can also

help you study in areas where you might not be as confident. That way you can each

help each other, and you’ll be able to teach, which is a great way to help yourself

remember information.

AP Biology Multiple Choice Tips

When it comes to the first section, you’re going to have multiple choice and grid response

questions that cover each of the AP Biology units in your class. For this, we’ll separate them

into two different study sections, but know that they count together when it comes to timing

and grading. You’ll get 1 hour and 30 minutes to complete 63 multiple choice questions and

6 grid questions. Together, all of these will account for 50% of your total score on the AP

Biology test.

21. Read multiple choice questions first – Remember, this section actually consists of

multiple choice and grid-in questions. Make sure you’re reading through the multiple

choice options first before you jump into the grid-in ones.

22. Answer the questions you know – When you get to these questions make sure you

read through each of the questions first and start with the ones you know

immediately. You might find several that you don’t even need to think about so make

sure you fill in the bubble.

23. Choose the best answer – Make sure you choose the best answer rather than only

choosing a correct answer. Read every single answer before you choose an answer so

you can make sure you have the best answer and you’re not missing it for a less good

answer.

24. Make educated guesses – If you get down to questions, you aren’t sure about make

sure you take an educated guess. You should never leave an answer blank, but don’t

just blindly choose either. You can usually get rid of one or more answers and then

you’ll have a better chance of getting the question right.

25. Budget your time carefully – If you budget your time well, you’ll be able to get to all

of the questions before you run out. Make sure you pay attention to just how much

time you actually have for each question and try to stick to that limit, at least the first

time through.
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26. Practice data questions – Data questions are some of the harder ones for this

section, so when you’re studying you should definitely be taking a look at them and at

how they’re going to impact your ability. You don’t want to miss points because you

didn’t know how to read the information.

27. Recognize patterns and exceptions – Learn how to recognize a pattern in a type of

question or how to read for an exception to it. This is going to apply to things like

graphs and charts as well, so you can quickly and easily find what you’re being asked

for.

28. Know how to read charts and graphs – These are both going to be in the test so

make sure you know how to use them and what they’re telling you just by looking at

them. You definitely don’t want to miss a question because you don’t know how to

read the graph.

29. Understand what the question is asking for  – Read all of the words in the question,

so you know what it’s actually asking for. Missing or skipping over one word (like

always or never) could completely change the meaning of the question causing you to

get it wrong.

AP Biology Grid-In Response Tips

You’re going to have 6 total questions for the grid-in response questions, but the time that

you’re given is going to be for this as well as the multiple choice questions. Make sure you

pay attention to the time when you’re working on these as well as multiple choice. Also,

make sure you keep in mind each of the tips in this section because these questions can

make it a little difficult to fill in the bubbles and to make sure you’re answering properly.

30. Units aren’t required – When it comes to these questions, you don’t need to worry

about units. You’re going to be filling in a grid, which means you’re not going to have a

space to write down the specific units. Just make sure you know them when you’re

doing any math required.

31. Start in any column – You can actually start in any column with your answer as long

as you fill in the bubbles in the right way. Look at the examples that are provided in

the section above and use the columns to create the answer that you want based on

that.

32. Grid answers properly – Make sure you follow the prompt and the example in order

to fill in the bubbles right. You don’t want to lose points because you made a mistake

with the grids.
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33. Don’t bother memorizing formulas – You’re not going to need to memorize the

formulas for this test because all of them are actually going to be provided to you in a

list. Don’t waste your study time trying to memorize all the information. You should be

focusing on other things.

34. Analyze information carefully to make a decision  – With this section, the point is to

make sure that you know how to analyze information carefully and then make a

decision. Make sure you’re practicing this skill when you’re looking at old questions

and even creating your own.

35. You may use a calculator for these questions – You are allowed to use a calculator

for these types of questions and the rules have recently been changed to allow you to

use a scientific or graphing calculator rather than needing an old and basic options.

36. You have to do all calculations yourself – You will not be given any options or

choices when it comes to these questions. Instead, you’re going to have to do all of the

calculations on your own, and you’ll have to come up with your own answers from

nothing.

AP Biology Free Response Questions Tips

When it comes to the AP Bio FRQ answers, you’re going to have a total of 80 minutes to

answer 8 questions. That means you’ll have about 10 minutes per question, but you might

not want to use it that way. That’s because you’re going to have 6 short answer questions

and 2 long answer questions, altogether, these make up the other 50% of your test score.

Before you get into the answer portion; however, you’re going to have a full 10 minutes just

set aside for reading. Pay attention to more than just AP Biology free response cellular

respiration and other topics.

37. Use the whole reading period – You’re going to have a full 10 minutes for reading

through the questions that doesn’t count toward the 80 that you get to answer. Make

sure you’re reading during that period and taking advantage of the extra time to

formulate a plan.

38. Define all the terms – Make sure that any terms you use in your answer you’re

actually defining as well. You need to know what the terms mean, and you need to

make sure you show the reader that you know how they actually apply when it comes

to your answer.
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39. Connect concepts with big ideas  – You should be able to connect the smaller

concepts with one (or more) of the 4 big ideas that we talked about earlier. Make sure

you study this concept and that you specify how the two things connect when you

answer the question.

40. Write in paragraph form – Make sure you write out full paragraphs when you’re

writing your answer, but you don’t need to have a full 5 paragraph essay with an

introduction and a conclusion. You just need to make sure all of your information is

presented well.

41. Write full sentences – You will lose points if you use bullets or sentence fragments to

try to get your message across. Make sure that you’re using full sentences and that

you exhibit your ability to understand the question and then formulate an accurate

response.

42. Cross out anything you don’t want to be included  – You don’t have to erase

information that you don’t want to include or that you change your mind about. You

are allowed to simply cross out the information and then you can continue writing the

rest of the information you want.

43. Know the different types of questions and how to answer them  – There are

specific types of questions that will be included on the test. Make sure you know what

each of them is and what they’re actually asking for so you can answer them properly

(such as explain or judgment questions).

44. Use the scientific argument format – This format requires you to make a claim,

provide evidence and then provide reasoning. You should know how to do this for

each of the questions that you’re answering and make sure you spell out each one in

your answer.

45. Label different sections in your answer – There are generally going to be multiple

sections to the question that are labeled a., b., c., etc. When you’re answering the

question feel free to include these labels in the answer to make sure that you’re

answering each of the sections.

46. Keep the answer as short as possible with the information needed  – You’re not

going to lose points for adding too much, but you won’t gain any either. Keep the

answer as short and to the point as you can while still providing all of the information

that’s actually needed.

47. Read the questions first then choose which to answer first – Read through the

prompts so you can decide which one to answer first. Each is worth the same number

of points so spend your time on the ones you know to try and get more questions

done rather than trying to get harder ones done.

48. Don’t leave any questions blank – Don’t leave a question blank. If you don’t have a

lot of time to answer it try to write whatever you can. A partial answer could get you

partial credit, and that’s at least going to be better than getting absolutely no points at

all.
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49. Don’t contradict yourself – It’s important that you continue the same line of thought

on a question. If you contradict yourself, you’re going to miss out on points. If you

change your mind about something make sure that you cross it out entirely and then

write something new.

50. Write clearly – If your handwriting is very difficult to understand or clarify you’re

going to lose points. You want to make sure that your handwriting is able to be read.

Your reader is going to try and decipher the information, but you won’t get points if

they can’t understand.

51. Don’t add extra information – If you’re asked for a set number of points you want to

give only that number of points or that amount of information. You’re only going to be

scored based on the first answers that the reader comes to. If you’re asked for 3 and

you give 4 they will only look at the first 3, even if they’re wrong.

52. You’re not required to go in order – When it comes to a free response question

you’re not required to answer the questions in the proper order. You can jump

around and answer the questions in whatever order you want without losing any

points.

53. Label graphs properly – Make sure if you draw out a graph that you label everything.

Title the graph and label each axis as well as any of the points that you need to make.

This shows you know what you’re creating and you understand the prompt as well.

54. Include all proper units – Make sure you have all the units marked correctly and that

you’re marking them right. If you don’t use the units that are supposed to be included,

you could lose points. If you don’t use proper abbreviations or other markings for the

units, this could do the same.

55. Show all of your steps – For any kind of math you need to make sure you’re including

all of your work. Show the steps you went through to get to the answer and make sure

the reader can see where you’re coming from and how you got there. You may get

partial credit even if the answer doesn’t turn out to be correct.

56. Know your major themes – The major themes in biology are going to be extremely

important, and you want to make sure you can express them clearly. These are going

to show up in your free response questions almost guaranteed, so make sure you

know how they apply.

AP Biology Test Day Tips
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When it comes to test day you want to make sure that you’re prepared and that you know

what you’re getting into. Make sure you follow through with these tips to keep you going

and so that you don’t get burned out before that big day. You want to make sure you’re at

your best when it comes to test day.

57. Know when and where to be – You want to make sure you know where your test is

going to take place and that you know when it is long before that day. Make sure you

even practice driving there so you know how long it’s going to take and you know how

to get there.

58. Eat right – Get a good breakfast before you go or eat something good at home. Make

sure you have something to eat for a snack if you’re going to need one during breaks

and make sure you’re prepared with a lunch for after your test. You don’t want to be

hungry while you’re trying to focus.

59. Get enough sleep the night before – Getting enough sleep is going to help you

maintain your focus and remember all of the information that you’ve been studying. If

you don’t get enough sleep, you could be tired or groggy when it comes time to sit

down for the test.

60. Take a break on studying – The day before the test or even possibly a few days

before the test take a break. Don’t study on these days and give your mind a little time

to process the information you’ve learned and to mentally prepare for the test that

you’re going to be taking.

61. Be prepared for the day – The day before, or a couple of days before, make sure that

you have everything you’re going to need for test day. That includes pens and pencils,

your calculator, your snacks and anything else you might want to take along with you,

so you’re ready for anything.

62. Double check your calculator – Make sure your calculator has good batteries and

that it’s one that’s acceptable for the test. You don’t want to get there and find out that

your calculator is not approved and you need to find something else or go without it.

63. Have everything you need – Make sure you have everything you’re going to need in

order to take the test. And make sure you also don’t bring anything into the room that

you’re not allowed to have. You don’t want to lose any of your belongings or be

refused in for the test.

We hope that each of these 63 tips and strategies is going to make it easier for you to take

your AP Biology test. Hopefully, they’re going to make it possible for you to get the 5 that

you’re looking for and hopefully they’re going to keep you prepared for any future AP tests

that you might want to take as well. Make sure you’re paying close attention to the things

you write and that you’re answering each of the different sections of a question, as well as

taking an AP Biology practice test and learning more about how to pass AP Biology class.
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AP Calculus Tips and Test Taking Strategies

conqueryourexam.com/ap-calculus-tips/

We’re going to take a look at some AP calculus tips and test-taking strategies throughout

this post so you can figure out what it’s going to take to get a five on your test. After all,

you’ve been putting in all that work in class, and you definitely want to get the benefits from

it, right? We’re going to look at everything you’re going to need in this AP calculus BC review

packet.

There are two different parts to this test, which include an AP calculus AB multiple choice

and a free response question area. Within each of those parts, you’ll actually find two

different sections. One of the multiple choice sections and one of the free response

sections will each allow you to use a calculator. One of each will not in this AP Calculus AB

test prep.

You’ll need to be very careful about how you study for this test because you need to not only

know your formulas. You’re also going to need to know quite a bit about how you can use

your calculator to get there. In problems that you can use your calculator, you need to know

how it’s going to work and how to program functions.

The tests that you get for AP calculus are provided by CollegeBoard, and they use qualified

proctors to grade all of the results. It’s important to note that only things that are written in

your answer booklet will actually be graded. The readers will not be given your test booklet.

If you’re looking to get credit for your test from a specific college or university make sure

you check their requirements so you can be prepared for the AP calculus exam answers.

Some institutions require you to have higher scores than others with most requiring either a

4 or a five so this is the AP Calculus AB score distribution that you want.

With all of this information you should definitely be able to prepare yourself even better and

you should be able to set yourself up for a good score. It’s going to be entirely up to you to

actually achieve the great score that you want, but if you have these tips you should have a

head start over some of your fellow students.

At this point, let’s take a look at this AP calculus AB cheat sheet with things you need to

know so you can start preparing yourself for your test. Hopefully, each of these strategies is

going to make it a little easier on you.

If you still need to find an AP Calculus study guide, read our guide to the best AP Calculus

AB and AP Calculus BC review books here.
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General How to Study for AP Calculus Tips

Let’s start with some of the general study tips that you should know. These are still primarily

focused on the AP calculus exam; however, so make sure you’re taking a look and putting

these ideas into practice. The AP calculus test is a total of 3 hours and 15 minutes and

consists of a 45 question multiple choice section and a 6 question free response section. For

part of each section, you will be allowed to use a calculator and for part, you will not.

1. Keep track of time – The very first thing you need to do is know how much time you

actually have and how you’re going to use it. You need to make sure that you’re always

aware of how much time is left. That way you know you can actually complete the test.

2. Get a quality graphing calculator – Make sure you have a high-quality calculator that

has graphing functions. A scientific calculator is not going to cut it anymore once you

get to this test. You need to have a calculator that can take care of graphs.

3. All questions are on one of three things – Your questions are either about limits,

derivatives or integrals. Just ask yourself which of these three things it’s about when

you look at a question you don’t know. You’ll have a head start on how to solve it.

4. Study your calculator functions – In order to do well on this test, you’re going to

need to know how to use the graphing functions and table functions of your calculator

as well as how to calculate integrals, derivatives, and logarithms.

5. Memorize your formulas – The only way you’re going to have all the formulas that

you need is if you take the time to memorize them. This could take a while and

require some hard work, but make sure you know all of them. You’ll need them.

6. Create a formula sheet – Creating an AP calculus AB formula sheet can help you to

study and practice the different formulas and gives you an easier way that you can

actually memorize them.

7. Know what the words mean – If you don’t know what the specific terms actually

mean you’re going to have a really hard time understanding the questions or

answering them.

8. Relax if you don’t know – If you get to test day and realize that there is a question

you have no idea how to answer that’s okay. The best thing you can do is work out the

questions you do and then go back to it if there’s time left (and don’t leave it blank).

9. Know your derivatives – You’re likely going to see a whole lot of trigonometric

derivatives when you’re taking this test so make sure that you pay attention to them

when you’re studying and that you memorize them.
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10. Check what’s actually on the test – You don’t want to waste your time studying

things that aren’t even going to be on your test. Take a few minutes to look at what

CollegeBoard says you’ll be tested on and study that only.

11. Practice problems – You’re going to need to be familiar and perfectly comfortable

with the different concepts involved in your test. Make sure you’re practicing plenty of

the sample problems so you can get used to this.

12. Know rules and how to apply them – You need to understand all of the rules that go

along with different formulas and different types of equations and you need to know

how they actually work.

13. Stay focused – While you’re studying and the day of the test make sure that you’re

staying completely focused on what’s in front of you. Don’t let anything around you

distract you from what you’re doing. With math this is especially important because

you need to keep your numbers and formulas straight.

14. Re-read the questions – Even if you think you know what the question is asking to

make sure that you read it through a second time so you can be sure. You may see

something that you missed.

15. Don’t round before the end – When you’re working out a problem for either section

make sure you’re not rounding any of the numbers. You want to use the number

exactly as it is until you get to the very end. At that point you can round if you need to,

but only if you need to.

16. Know Your Theorems and How They Work – If you can’t explain a theorem in the

way you would explain it to someone that has never done it before you need to

practice them even more.

17. Know what you can and can’t use a calculator for – There are going to be some

areas of the test that you can’t use a calculator for. Make sure you know as much as

possible about these sections so you can prepare to do them manually.

18. Do not use calculator notation – When you’re writing out an answer or choosing an

answer on the multiple choice section make sure you use the correct notation and not

calculator notation which could lose you points.

19. Know how to use your calculator – There are sometimes multiple ways that you can

get an answer to a question you’re working on, but not all of them are going to give

you the same answer or the accurate one. Know how to get the right answer. Make

sure you practice with your calculator for different types of equations.

20. The question book is not given to readers – If you show your work in your test

booklet, you’re not going to get credit for it. You need to show work on your answer

sheet in order for readers to see it.

21. Never assume numbers or values – If you’re given a problem or a graph or a chart,

you should never assume anything. You only know the value if it is given to you or if

you use a given/correct equation to find it. Don’t look at a graph and assume a point is

at a particular spot.
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22. Use the proper units – When you write out an answer or choose an answer make

sure that it has the proper units associated with it. You can and will lose points if you

forget to add them in.

23. Keep your steps and answers organized – The readers are going to be looking at a

lot of tests, and it makes things difficult if they have to try and find the information

they need to grade. Keep things organized to make it easier for them, or you could

lose points.

24. Do not simplify partial answers – If you get to a partial answer make sure you’re not

simplifying anything. The partial answer should be your final answer.

25. Set up study groups – Study groups can make it a lot easier for you to study the

information and to get help in areas where you might not be as strong. Just make sure

to keep the group small so that it’s manageable.

26. Find your weak areas – By taking practice tests you’ll be able to determine the areas

that you’re weakest in and this will help you figure out what areas you should be

spending more time on.

27. Understand the graphs – If there’s a graph in the test make sure you know why it’s

there and what it actually represents. That’s how you’re going to be able to use it for

the answer to your question or to do your equations.

28. Know why you got questions wrong on practice tests – Pay attention to whether

you’re doing equations wrong, using the wrong equation or not reading the question

correctly when you get questions wrong. This will help you figure out how to fix the

problem.

29. Start studying as early as possible  – The best thing you can do is start studying for

your test early so you can have as long as possible to actually go over the material and

brush up on things you’re not comfortable with.

30. Use study books/guides – Study books and guides are going to make it a lot easier

for you to know what material is important and even which specific things are on the

test. The AP calculus AB review book will mean a lot for your studies.

31. Take short breaks – On test day you’re going to be doing a lot of writing. If you find

yourself struggling because your hand hurts or you’re just not sure how to keep going

take a moment to close your eyes and just breathe and get back to it.

32. Create your own schedule – Setting up a study schedule is going to be an important

part of the process and could help you to be fully prepared each day for what you’re

going to study and how long you’ll study.

33. Use flashcards – Especially when you’re working with formulas, you’ll likely find that

flash cards make it easier for you to keep track of how each one works and what

they’re each called or used for.

34. Take practice tests – If you haven’t taken an AP calculus AB practice exam, you’re

definitely going to find yourself struggling when it comes time to take the actual test

and everything it entails.
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AP Calculus Multiple-Choice Review Tips

When it comes to the multiple choice section of your test you’re actually going to have 45

questions. If you’re wondering how long is the AP Calculus BC exam you’ll have a total of 1

hour and 45 minutes to complete them. This is broken down into two sections. The first

section is 30 questions where you will have 60 minutes, approximately 2 minutes per

question, to answer without a calculator. Together these comprise 50% of your test score, so

put some samples in your AP calculus AB review packet.

35. No points removed for incorrect answers – The old test used to count incorrect

answers against you. This is no longer the case. You’re not going to lose points for an

incorrect answer so there is no reason that you shouldn’t guess on questions that you

don’t know the answer to.

36. Answer easy questions first – Skim through the questions before you start working

your way through the book. Start with the questions that you absolutely know or that

you can find out the answer easily.

37. Process of elimination – If you don’t know an answer or you’re not sure how to figure

it out wait until the end when you’re low on time. At that point, use process of

elimination to get rid of as many answers as possible and then make an educated

guess.

38. Simplify your answers – If you can’t find the answer that you arrived at in the answer

options try to simplify your answer. You may find the answer once you do, but if you

don’t go back and check your math again.

39. Fully develop the chain rule – This falls under the category above about knowing

your rules, but this is an especially important one. It’s also one that you’re likely to see

more than once on your test.

40. Make sure you’ve answered the question being asked – Read through the question

and make sure that you’re answering the correct question as the answer to incorrect

versions may also be there.

41. Pace yourself – Don’t run out of time for each of the questions. Pace yourself and

make sure you keep following your own time in order to get through everything.

42. Don’t overthink it – The questions are generally not too difficult, which means you

shouldn’t overthink it or spend too much time going back over answers you already

finished.
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43. Ignore your distracters – There will be some answers that are thrown in just to throw

you off. Make sure you can easily and quickly recognize these and that you can throw

them out just as easily.

44. Use official practice questions – Multiple choice questions may seem like they would

be simple but make sure you’re using some official sources to find practice questions

so you have a good idea what they’ll be like.

AP Calculus Free Response Question Tips

The free-response section of the AP calculus exam consists of 6 questions total, which take 1

hour and 30 minutes. This is through two separate sections. The first section is only two

questions and offers 30 minutes, which is a total of 15 minutes per question, and you are

allowed to use a calculator. The second section is four questions with 60 minutes and does

not allow you to use a calculator. Together, these are 50% of your total score.

45. Practice old FRQ’s – The old questions are actually posted and available directly

through CollegeBoard. You should definitely be looking at them because these

questions are going to be a good idea of what you’ll see on your test. These calculus

practice test questions will greatly help you.

46. Don’t bother erasing – When it comes to free response questions you don’t need to

waste time erasing an answer if you decide that it’s not correct. You can cross it out,

and the readers will ignore it.

47. Watch out for linkage errors  – You want to make sure you’re putting new equations

on an entirely different line. Don’t add on parts of an equation at the end of the

previous equation. You’ll end up marked down for showing your work improperly.

48. Watch out for presentation errors  – When you write out your answer make sure

that you present it properly and point out what the answer is supposed to be or what

you’ve ‘found.’

49. Don’t make them assume – The reader of your test is not going to assume anything.

If it’s not written down, they have no idea if you know it or thought of it. Make sure

you write out everything that is required to understand your answer.

50. Get partial credit – You can receive partial credit for questions that you answer. This

can happen if you show the formulas properly, if you answer parts of the question

and if you get the answer. Work for the partial credit.
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51. Start With Concepts You Don’t Know – When you’re studying for this section you

should start out with concepts that you already know you don’t know or that you’re

not comfortable with. That’s the top of your AP calculus AB study guide.

52. Look at Sample Responses – The company provides sample responses and show

what the readers are going to be looking for so you can stick to these areas. It also lets

you know more about the different ways to respond to a question.

53. Once part b starts you can continue part a – If you aren’t able to finish part A of

your test before the time ran out, but you finish part B early you can go back to part A.

You won’t be able to use a calculator at this point, however.

54. No ‘It’ – If you’re referring to a specific number or to ‘x’ or ‘y’ or any other function you

should never refer to ‘it.’ Always use the specific letter or designator when referring to

anything in your statements.

55. Read all the questions before you start – Before you choose where you’re going to

start, you should take the time to read through all of the questions. This will help you

to figure out which question you want to start with.

56. Answer the question as asked – You could find yourself adding extra content to what

you’re writing but this is only going to take up more time, and it’s not going to help you

get more points. Only answer the part of the question that you’re asked to.

57. Answer each part of multi-step questions – There will generally be all multi-step

questions so make sure that you actually answer every piece and that you label each

one. This will ensure you get total credit.

58. Label graphs and figures – When you have to draw out graphs or figures make sure

you label them, so there is no confusion among those who are grading your test what

you’re trying to say.

59. Write to 3 decimal places – Every answer that you write out should be filled out to 3

decimal places. This is a standard for the test so make sure you’re not rounding or

stopping any closer or you could end up with an incorrect answer.

60. Show all work – If you show all of your work you may be able to get partial credit

even if you don’t get the answer correct. This shows the reader that you know what

you’re doing.

61. Write the equation – This may seem like it goes along with showing all of your work

but make sure that you don’t skip over this part. It lets the reader know that you know

how to start out and even if you make a mistake from here you’ll at least get some

points.

62. Answer the parts you know – If you don’t know all the pieces of multi-step question

make an educated estimate for the earlier sections and answer the later parts. You

may be able to get at least some credit.

63. Always write something  – If you aren’t sure about the entire problem write out what

you do know. If you know, some sections but not all then write them down. If you

know the equation and the setup but you can’t solve it still write it out. Partial credit is

better than nothing.
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64. Mark the equation – When you’re reading through the question mark the equation if

it’s given to you. That way, when you get to working out the answer, you already have

the formula or equation you need.

65. Justify clearly in as few words as possible  – If you’re asked to justify your answer

you need to do so clearly but don’t use too many extra words. You don’t need to

explain yourself too much.

66. If you mark an answer, it’s the only one considered – If you circle or otherwise

delineate that a specific portion of your content is the answer that’s the answer as far

as the reader is concerned, no matter what else is written on the paper.

67. Don’t simplify your answers – In this section, you shouldn’t simplify your answers.

The answer is going to be as far as you’re supposed to mark it down and you should

avoid simplifying it too much.

68. Double check – If you have time, go back and check the answers that you have for the

FRQ questions. Make sure you cross out any answers you decide are not correct and

rewrite the correct answer.

AP Calculus Test Day Tips

When it comes to the actual day of the test you’re going to need to go through a few

different steps and processes to make sure that you’re fully prepared and ready to go. So

there’s no easy answer to how to pass calculus without studying or how to pass AP Calculus

AB class. You’re going to want to keep yourself comfortable and definitely make sure that

you’re not going to miss out on anything.

69. Get Plenty of Sleep – Getting sleep means that you’re going to be focused and you’re

going to be wide awake when it comes time for the test. You’ll be able to pay attention

to each of the questions and you’ll have no problem getting through the whole day.

70. Relax the Day Before – Take some time off the day before your test rather than

trying to cram anymore. You’re not going to be able to remember anything else this

late in the game anyway.

71. Lay out what you need – Make sure that you pack everything you’re going to need

the day before the test. That means lay out the clothes you’re going to wear and pack

up your pens and pencils, your calculator and anything else you’ll need.

72. Know Where to Be and When – Make sure you check out where you’re supposed to

be down to the room number and make sure you know what time you’re supposed to

be there.
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73. Make Sure Your Calculator is Approved – Not every type of calculator is going to be

approved so make sure that yours is before you get to the test day. You do not want

to have to walk in without a calculator at all.

74. Have extra calculator batteries – Have extra batteries for your calculator. If anything

happens, you definitely don’t want to be left without a calculator to help you along

where you can use it.

75. Take breaks – There will be breaks during the test. Make sure you take advantage of

them and use them as well as you can. You’ll be able to get further along and feel

more focused as you take the test if you just take a few minutes to breathe.

Hopefully, each of these tips is going to make it a whole lot easier for you to get a great

result on your AP calculus test. Making sure you have a great quality calculator, paying

attention to the question and what it’s asking and making sure to answer all part of the

question is definitely going to help you along and make sure that you’re getting as many

points as possible when you sit down for your test. And don’t forget to start with an AP

calculus AP practice test.
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AP English Language Tips and Test Taking Strategies

conqueryourexam.com/ap-english-language-tips/

Throughout this post, we’re going to look at AP English Language tips and test-taking

strategies to help you get that 5 on your test. We’ll look at each of the different sections,

including multiple choice, analysis, synthesis, and persuasive or argumentative essays.

These AP English Language last minute tips will hopefully help you along the way to getting

the score you want.

This test is different from the AP English Literature and Composition test, so make sure that

you’re choosing the right one to start your studying. You want to make sure that you are

studying the right topics with this test focusing on analysis, vocab, grammar and the like.

Overall, this type of test is going to focus on the necessary information related to how to

survive AP lang and whether you fully understand it. This is then used by colleges to

determine whether or not you will receive college credit for already taking the courses.

Each of these tests is supplied by College Board, and qualified proctors grade the results.

Students who take the test must achieve different scores to receive credit from the

institution of their choice. Most schools will require either a 4 or a 5 in order to receive

exemption and may have separate requirements to receive credit.

Hopefully, these AP English Language tips and test-taking strategies are going to make it

easier for you to get the score you want and make sure you get the waiver you’re looking

for. We’ll take a look at different methods that have been used by AP English Language

students and see what’s worked to help them get a 5.

Looking for the best AP English Language review books? Check out our guide here.

General How to Study for AP English Language Tips

The AP English Language test is a total of 3 hours and 15 minutes. This includes 2 separate

sections, with a multiple choice section that consists of a 1-hour block of time and an essay

section which consists of 2 hours and 15 minutes. We’ll start by taking a look at some of the
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more general AP English Language tips when it comes to this test, so you can make sure

that you’re prepared overall for what this test will require.

1. Read a lot. In order to learn everything that you need to know about this test, you’re

going to need to read a lot. Reading is going to make it easier for you to read through

the passages that will appear throughout the exam and also to answer any of the

questions because you’ll be better and developing an understanding of what the

author is saying. This also helps you with understanding vocab.

2. Practice College Board test questions. College Board is the ones that actually create

the AP English Language test in the first place, which means they know pretty well

what it takes to get a good grade. They also know exactly what the questions are going

to look like so taking the time to go through some of their test questions are going to

make it a whole lot easier for you to understand what your actual test is going to look

like.

3. Read sample responses. Just like you want to study some of the questions that you

might find, you also want to make sure that you study the responses. The ones that

you can find on College Board are also going to make sure that you know what scores

well and you have an inside track on how you can make all of your answers fit the

criteria that they’re watching for.

4. Make flashcards with vocab to study. Vocab is extremely important so making

flashcards that you can keep with you at any time and study is going to be important.

It’s also a super simple process. The cards are primarily going to be about

memorization, which can be a lot simpler than trying to understand complex

strategies. Of course, you’ll need to learn those too, but this is a good starting point.

AP English Language Multiple-Choice Tips

The multiple choice portion of the test consists of 50-55 questions which are related to

approximately 4-5 passages of text. You get a total of 1 hour to take this portion, which

means a little over 1 minute per question and it’s going to count for a total of 45% of your

overall score. That means it’s the highest percentage and it’s an area you should evaluate

carefully, especially as there’s no specific subject matter for you to prepare. Take a look at

these AP English Language MC tips.
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5. Find the best answer, not just the right one. When you read through the answers

to a question, it’s possible that more than one of the answers will actually fit the

question. Your job is to find the answer that best fits the question. This may mean

taking a closer look at the answers and the question before you choose the one that

seems to work best.

6. Read to understand the passages. Make sure that you actually fully understand the

passage that you’re looking at. If you don’t understand it, you need to read through it

again and try to be more careful. If you don’t understand the passage, you’re not going

to be able to answer the questions accurately, and this will affect your score for the

multiple choice section.

7. Look for a purpose or claim from the writer.  In many of the passages that you read

you’re going to be required to look for the purpose of the passage or the claim that

the writer is making. Whether this is accurate or not, factual or not or anything else,

this is the purpose of the passage itself, and that’s the only thing that matters. Make

sure you pay attention to what the writer is trying to get across.

8. Use annotations as you read to prepare for the questions. While you’re reading

through the passage, you should be making annotations that reflect the key points or

specific things that seem important. If you want more tips like this, you can also check

out this video to find out even more about some of the tips and techniques that are

out there.

9. Read the description at the top of the passage to get more context. The

description that’s given at the top of the passage is going to provide you with a little

more information about what the passage is about. It could tell you who wrote it, what

piece of work it came from, where it’s taking place or anything else that can give you a

bit more foundation about what you’re reading and what you should expect to find

when you do.

10. There are 4 different types of questions.  These are, analytical, factual, inferential,

technical. Each type of question is going to require a slightly different type of answer,

so you want to make sure that you’re reading the question carefully and looking for

any keywords that might tell you what type of question it is.

11. Pace yourself on each of the passages and questions. Our best AP English

Language and composition multiple choice tips are these. You are only going to get a

set amount of time to finish the entire series of multiple choice questions. On average,

it’s only 1 minute per question, so try to balance your time as close to that number as

possible. Some questions may be easy, and some may take a little more time. If you

find you’re getting close to the end of the time limit and you have a lot of questions to

answer it’s time to start hurrying a little more.
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12. Locate the pre-1900 passage first and save it for last. This is the hardest set of

questions usually so you should save it to make sure you have time to answer more

questions. It plays right into your AP lang multiple choice strategies. All of the

questions give you the same number of points, so if you can get twice as many of the

other questions done as you would in this section during the same amount of time

you’re already going to be ahead of the game.

13. Answer all of the questions in three phases. The first thing you should do is look for

any questions that you know. These are the ones you want to answer first because

they take the least amount of time. From there, start eliminating incorrect answer

choices from the questions that you don’t know immediately. Once you’ve done that if

you still aren’t sure what the answer is, make an educated guess based on the

remaining answers.

14. If you run out of time find the shortest questions first.  Look for specific line

questions as well as those that are self-contained and don’t reference anything. These

three types of questions are going to be the easiest ones for you to answer in a short

amount of time. You can quickly read the question, find the answer and fill in the

bubble, so you can move on to the next question. Work your way up to the harder

questions if there’s time left.

15. Stick with 1 letter response for any questions you don’t have time to answer.  If

you don’t have any time to answer all the questions just fill in a single answer bubble

for all of them. Picking random answers very rarely allows you to get lucky. If you pick

just one letter, usually either B or C and fill in all the answers you don’t know with it

you will have a higher chance of getting more of those questions right.

16. Write a quick summary (a sentence) for each paragraph as you read. As you read

each passage, try to sum up the paragraphs with a single sentence in the margins. This

makes it easier for you to go back when you’re looking at the questions and see what

the answers are or to better understand where you might find the answer. If one

passage talks about the subject of the question your summary will tell you where to

look.

17. Write a larger summary (a couple of sentences) for the passage when you’re

done reading. When you’re finished reading the entire passage write down a couple

of sentences that will sum up the entire thing. This will help you with any questions

that want to know more about the main point of the passage or what to know what

the author’s intent was. You’ll have a general idea already laid out and ready to go.

18. Read the questions first. Reading the questions first means that you already know

what you’re looking for when you start working your way through the passage. It

means you’ll be able to more easily and more accurately pick out the information that

you need and you may be able to get through that section of the test more quickly.

That’s definitely going to be an important point when it comes to balancing out your

time and making sure that you’re able to answer all of the questions in the time

allowed.
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19. The answer is always in the text. Focus on what the passage says, not what you

think it means. It’s easy to get caught up in what you think the author is trying to say or

how you think they’re trying to express something. Instead, focus on what the

question asks and then on exactly what the passage tells you. The answer is in there,

so if it seems like you can’t find it, you may be reading either the passage or the

question incorrectly.

20. Incorrect answers do not count against you. There is absolutely no penalty for

guessing. That means you should never leave a single answer bubble blank. Even if

you have absolutely no idea what answer it is you will have a 25% chance of getting it

right. If you decide not to fill in something because you’re not sure you have a 100%

chance of getting it wrong. Why would you want to risk that?

AP English Language Essay Questions Tips

There are a number of AP English Language tips and test-taking strategies that you should

know all about when it comes to all of the essay questions. These tips will help you

understand some of the facts that go into the entire section, which you’re going to have 2

hours and 15 minutes to take in total. You’ll want to make sure you pay close attention to

how each section requires you to look at the passages you’re provided on and how to write

AP lang essays.

21. Practice essay question types. The first thing you should do is to make sure you’re

practicing each of the different types of essays. You should know how to analyze,

synthesize and argue based on various passages, both fiction and non-fiction. You

should be able to take any source of information that you’re provided and write a

cohesive and well-defended argument on one side or the other.

22. 5 paragraph structure is not required. While you do have to pay attention to some

of the underlying factors of the English language, like sentence structure, grammar,

and spelling, you do not have to pay attention to the standard 5 paragraph structure

that is most common for essays. You can write things out in any organizational

structure that you want, and you can write fewer paragraphs as well.
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23. All essays are considered drafts. The people grading your test consider these essays

as drafts. What that means is they expect that there may be additions made

throughout and that words may be crossed out or rewritten. They also expect that

things may not be in the exact right order. This is important because it means you

don’t need to worry about outlining and then trying to write your essay in too formal a

manner.

24. Showcase evidence of thought and control of the English language. The primary

goal of this type of essay is for you to exhibit that you know what you’re talking about.

You should be able to express that you fully understand what you read and that you

also have a good knowledge and basis of the English language. From there, your essay

should adequately reflect the prompt that you’ve been given.

25. Address counterarguments as well. Make sure to address a counterargument or a

couple of them through the course of your essay. You can defend your point in

reflection of these counterarguments, and you can use them as concessions as well,

but they help to show how you have analyzed the information.

AP English Language Literary Analysis Tips

The literary analysis or rhetorical analysis portion of your AP English Language test is going

to be a complex one because it requires you to analyze everything about a specific passage

to figure out the purpose according to the author. This essay requires you to really explore

what the author says and what they mean in the context of the passage that you’re looking

at. It can be complicated, but it should take approximately 40 minutes to write this essay

with these AP English Language rhetorical analysis essay tips.

26. Must know literary vocab. You should know a great deal of literary vocab. This

includes things like antecedents, hyperbole and sentence structure. These terms are

going to help you create a better AP lang rhetorical analysis of the material that you’re

given and will allow you to showcase that you know what you’re talking about and

what you’re actually reading. You must exhibit full knowledge of these words.

27. Usually nonfiction. The piece that you get will usually be non-fiction, but that’s not

always the case. You should be prepared for different types of works, and you would

be better off preparing by studying both fiction and non-fiction pieces for this type of

analysis. You’ll likely find samples of both forms by looking at some of the best

websites for study questions, including College Board.
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28. Analyze the author’s work. Generally, you’re going to be required to analyze the

work that the author has written for structure, purpose, and style using rhetorical

strategies. You should know how to accurately locate each of these elements and

express them to someone else. The person grading your test should be able to tell

that you fully understand what the author is saying and what they meant to convey

through the piece.

29. Use textual evidence. Use information directly from the piece in order to back up

your analysis. You can use quotes, specific words and phrases and more, just make

sure that you reference the passage and that fact that you are quoting from it during

your response.

AP English Language Synthesis Tips

In this portion of the test, you’re going to be given 6-7 different passages to read, which

could include poems, quotes, passages, images and more. At least one of the documents is

going to be an image of some type. You will then be required to use at least half of those

documents to synthesize the information you’re given into an answer to the prompt. This

portion of the test is recommended to be 40 minutes as well, plus 15 minutes for reading

the text. Make sure you review these AP English Language synthesis essay tips too.

30. Given documents that you must use. For this section, you’re going to be given the

specific documents that you’re required to use. There may be several documents

provided, and you will be told how many you need to reference when you’re writing.

Make sure you use the correct number of documents when supporting your point or

you will lose points.

31. Have an argument before you look at documents. Read through the question or

prompt that you are given and decide your point of view before you even read the

documents. You want to write your essay based on what you know best and use the

documents as a background of information to support or defend yourself. If you read

the documents first, you could end up struggling to figure out which viewpoint to write

from.

32. Make sure to be persuasive with your argument. Your essay is supposed to be at

least somewhat compelling. You are attempting to make a specific point, which means

you should be focusing on just how to make that point. You should also be considering

and paying close attention to how you can get someone else to agree with your point

or at least see where you are coming from.
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33. Annotate the text/documents. While you’re reading, you should be annotating the

documents that are provided so you can reference them easily when you start writing.

You want to be able to find the most important passages and areas where you can

use information. If you already know the point you’re going to make it will be even

easier to locate the relevant points as you read the passage.

34. Use quotes and attribute to them. Using quotes from the text shows that you’ve

read it carefully and that you understand it. You should use quotes to back up specific

points and make sure you show how that quote really helps you to explain something

that you believe backs up the main argument.

AP English Language Persuasive or Argumentative Tips

The final portion of the essay section is about writing an argumentative essay with AP lang

argument prompts. You will be given a single passage, and your responsibility is to take the

information and create a point of view. You can choose any side that you want, and you can

actually decide to pick neither side as well. Just make sure that you back up your point as

well as you can using information from the passage provided. That’s the best advice we

have for you in tips for AP English Language argument essay.

35. Understand the nature of the position taken in the prompt.  There will be a

specific argument or stance taken when it comes to the prompt you are given. You

must understand what that stance is so you can decide how you are going to respond

to it or what you’re opinion is going to be when it comes time to write the essay.

36. Take a stand. Decide what your position is going to be when it comes to writing the

essay. You’ll want to read the prompt carefully so you can see what the point of it is

and what the topic is overall. It could be something basic or something highly

argumentative. Your job is to decide what side of the issue you want to come across

on and to write in defense of it.

37. Clearly and logically support your claim. Make sure that you are clear and logical

when you state whatever it is that you want to point out. The person grading your

essay should easily be able to figure out what your stance is and they should be able

to understand how you reached that stance or why you feel that way based on the

information that you provide.
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38. Agree, disagree or qualify. You are allowed to qualify your answer, which means that

you can agree with some of the viewpoints of both sides of the issue. You are not

required to choose to either agree or disagree. Just make sure that you are clear about

your points and about which areas you agree with and which ones you don’t to make

your stance clear. This is one of the best AP lang argument essay tips.

AP English Language Test Day Tips

If you need some last minute AP English Language and composition writing tips, here goes.

When it comes to the day of the test you have to make sure that you’re taking care of

yourself and preparing to the best of your ability. This is going to be an extremely important

day and all the AP English Language tips, and test-taking strategies in the world aren’t going

to help you if you don’t know how to prepare on that very last day. These tips are going to

make it easier for you to be at your best and make sure you can perform well.

39. Eat a good meal. Eating a good meal is crucial because it’s going to keep you full and

better focused. If you’re hungry, you may struggle to pay attention to the questions or

the passages, or you may be slowed down. This could lead to you not finishing the test

in time or making mistakes that you wouldn’t otherwise.

40. Don’t study. It may seem strange to not study the day before and the day of the test,

but this is extremely important. Cramming right before a test can actually make it

more difficult for you to remember the things that you’re supposed to know.

Whatever you know going into things the day before is going to be all you know at the

end. So don’t try to cram at the end.

41. Get a good night’s sleep. Getting plenty of rest is going to be a lot like eating right.

You want to be rested and refreshed to make sure you can perform at your best. If

you’re tired you might struggle to remember things that you knew and you might have

difficulty finishing the test in time. Sleeping for at least 8 hours the night before the

test can definitely help you feel better prepared going in.

42. Bring everything you need. Make sure you know everything that you are expected

to bring and make sure you have it with you. You will likely need your own writing

utensils (and you should know what kind are approved) and you will likely need some

type of identification. Make sure you have a complete list of everything that’s required

and that you bring only the items that are on the approved list. Bringing other items

may mean you are disqualified or not allowed to take the test, and not having the

right items may mean you’re not prepared to take the test.
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43. Know when and where to be. You should make sure you know exactly what building

and what room your test is in long before the test day comes, but make sure that you

verify this information in the days leading up to the test. Locations can sometimes be

changed last minute, for just about any reason. You don’t want to show up at the

wrong place. Plus, make sure you know when the test starts and try to get there as

soon as the doors open. This makes sure you aren’t late and don’t miss your chance.

Recommended AP English Language Review Videos and
Resources

You want to know how to pass an English language exam, and these resources are going to

make it even easier for you to practice because they provide you with the information you

need to know as well as examples of what the test itself is going to look like. You can take as

many practice tests as you want too, so you’ll know how to pace yourself and more come

test day.

44. College Board practice tests and questions.  College Board is responsible for the

test itself, which means they’re the ones who know the most about what you need to

know. By taking a look at their practice tests and questions you’re going to have the

best AP English Language tips and test-taking strategies that you possibly could. Not

only that, but you’re going to be able to get an inside look at what your test may look

like.

45. Find the right AP English Language review books. If you’re looking for the right

material to study then you definitely want to make sure you have the right study

books. There are plenty of them out there, so make sure you know which ones you

need.

Hopefully, these 45 tips are going to make it a lot easier for you to figure out how to prepare

for the AP English Language exam. These AP English Language tips and test-taking

strategies should tell you what is most important and how you can get a better grade.

Things like reading the questions first, making sure you understand the question and the

passage before choosing an answer and using the right references are extremely important

and make sure that you don’t lose points for a silly mistake.
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AP English Literature Tips and Test Taking Strategies

conqueryourexam.com/ap-english-literature-tips/

We’ve compiled these AP English Literature tips and test-taking strategies so you can learn

more about how to excel. You’ll learn about how to get a 5 on your test throughout the

different sections, where we’ll talk about everything from general study tips to the multiple

choice section and each of the essay sections.

Anyone who has taken AP courses wants to make sure that they’re getting credit for them

and you’ll be able to do that quite easily with the right AP literature study guide. Make sure

you’re in the right place, however. This review is for the AP English Literature test, not the AP

English language and composition test.

This test is hosted by College Board, which also provides a range of materials and practice

tests and questions that you can review to get even more information. The test itself

measures your comprehension of the topics that you’ve found within this course and helps

colleges determine if you should be given credit without taking a future college course.

Each college determines what score is necessary in order to avoid taking one of their

courses and there may be different requirements for waiving courses versus getting credit

for them. Most colleges, however, will require at least a 4 and possibly a 5 in order to get

any kind of recognition.

If you know where to look for the help, you’ll find that you can figure out how to pass a

literature exam with no problems. We’ll take a look at some of the best tips we’ve found

right here to give you the AP literature skills you need.

Looking for additional resources? Check out our guide on the best AP English Literature

review books here.

General How to Study for AP English Literature Tips
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There are a number of different general AP English Literature tips and test-taking strategies

that are going to make it easier for you to study for this literature test. Each one is going to

focus on some of the simple things that you might think you’d easily remember, but it’s

those things that are the easiest to forget. In total, the test will take 3 hours, with 1 hour

devoted to the multiple choice section and 2 hours dedicated to the essay questions. In

total, this covers 58 questions (55 multiple choice and 3 essays).

1. Hone your critical reading skills. In order to succeed in this test, you’re going to

need to have some strong critical reading skills among your AP English Literature tips

and test-taking strategies. That means you need to be able to read through something

and analyze it to understand all of its many parts and what the author was attempting

to get through when they wrote it.

2. Know how to break down characterization. You’ll need to know how to break down

all of the different parts of a written piece, whether a piece of prose or a piece of

poetry so that you can accurately and thoroughly explain everything that the author

has done.

3. Understand the elements of poetry. Knowing the different elements related to

writing poetry of all different types is essential, and while it can be difficult, you’ll want

to research how these elements work together and how they go into creating a

poetical work.

4. Read out loud. Reading out loud can allow you to really absorb the information

because not only are you gathering it in your mind but you literally hear the words as

well. This gives you two different parts of your body that are gathering the

information and makes it more likely to stick long term.

5. Consult a dictionary for terms. The various terms and elements associated with any

kind of written work can be significant on this type of test so you’ll want to look closely

at what their literal meanings are and make sure that you understand how they apply

in different situations so you can use them correctly in defense of any topic.

6. Find the best AP English Literature review books. Make sure you check out some of

the top review books out there so you can make sure you’re getting a good

understanding of the material that will be covered.

AP English Literature Multiple-Choice Tips
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The multiple choice section of the literature test covers a total of 55 questions and offers 1

full hour to answer them. This means you have a little over 1 minute per question, so you’re

going to need to move quickly with your AP English Literature tips and test-taking strategies

in place in order to get through everything. It also counts for 45% of your score, which

means you’ll need to score well on this section in order to get the 5 you’re looking for on

your full test. Check out the AP literature multiple choice tips here.

7. Practice test questions from legitimate sources.  These AP English Literature tips

and test-taking strategies tell you not to just pull practice questions from anywhere. A

lot of different websites and sources will claim that they have practice tests, but you

want the ones that are from legitimate sources like College Board. These are actually

going to prepare you for what the test will cover and what it will ask you.

8. Identify the reasons that you’ve missed questions on your practice. When you do

practice tests take a look at what AP literature multiple choice question types you miss

most frequently. Are they all a specific type like inference questions or analysis

questions? If they are then, you’ll want to spend a bit more time studying those

particular types of questions to get better at them.

9. Annotate the passage. As you’re reading, make sure you annotate the passage and

make notes about what’s happening or what the main points are. You can write in

your own notes or use boxes, circles, and stars or your own methods to highlight

specific sections of the passage as you’re going through.

10. Take notes on the passage. Taking notes means making sure that you understand

each section of the passage and that you understand the passage as a whole. It allows

you to go back after you start answering questions and figure out where you need to

be looking in order to get the right answer.

11. Read all the words to know what the question is asking. If you skim over a

question or you don’t read it quite right, you could actually end up missing the entire

point of the question. That means you could get the answer wrong even when you

would have known the right answer. Read each word to make sure this doesn’t

happen to you.

12. Double check the context for any question that references a line or passage. If

you get a question that references a specific line or passage make sure you go back

and double check your answer. Even if you’re sure you know it you’ll only spend a

couple of seconds reviewing and that couple seconds could mean getting a question

right that you would have missed.

13. Make an educated guess. If you don’t know the answer to a question, your best

option is to make an educated guess. You don’t get penalized for having any wrong

answers, so if you can narrow it down pick between the few options that are left and

see what you can get. Even a 33% chance is better than no chance at all.
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14. If an answer is partly wrong, it is entirely wrong.  If a single portion of the answer is

wrong, the entire thing is wrong. You may feel like you’re getting tripped up by an only

half-right answer. If any of it is wrong that means the whole thing should be thrown

out, so make sure you cross it out and ignore it.

15. The flashy answer isn’t always right. How often do you see questions where a

couple of answers look long and fancy with big words, and then one of them seems

way too basic? Well, those simple answers are right sometimes, so don’t discount

them just because they seem too simple. Find out more about this right here.

16. Read prose also for word choice and analogy. Often we read prose for overall

meaning and context, but you should also read it for word choice and analogies. You

may find connections that you wouldn’t otherwise, and there may be questions that

relate to why an author chose a specific way of saying something.

17. Read poetry also for overall meaning. Read through line breaks. Poetry is often

read in a more stilted fashion, but you can miss the overall meaning if you don’t read

through the line breaks once in a while. Make sure you’re paying close attention to the

over-arching aspects of any poem.

18. Research literary terms. If you don’t know your literary terms, like hyperbole and

antecedent, you’re setting yourself up for problems. You could be asked to define

these words or to locate them in a passage. Make sure you research as many as you

can. Maybe create flashcards that will help you practice what they mean.

19. Questions with multiple passages treat as true/false.  If you get questions that

offer several passages and ask you which ones express “x” or which ones are facts or

anything at all read the question first, then the passages and then the answers. Don’t

read the responses until after you have read the passages and decided which ones fit

or you could end up with the wrong answer.

AP English Literature Essay Tips

There are some specific AP literature essay tips that you should understand for each section

of the essay portion of your test, but there are also some critical general comments we’d

like to go over. These will help you better understand what all of the essays should consist

of and how they need (or don’t need) to be structured in order for you to get the full credit

that you want on your test. You’ll have approximately 40 minutes for each essay, but this is

actually grouped together as 2 hours, so you get to decide how you spend the time.
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20. Write legibly. The people responsible for grading your test are going to try their best

to read your handwriting, but if they can’t, it could mean that you lose points even

when you had the right information. You want to write as clearly as you can so it’s easy

to read and easy to see that you have everything in there.

21. Show organization by using paragraphs. Putting all of your writing into a single

block is definitely going to be a problem, and it’s going to look like you don’t

understand paragraphs or sentence structure or a lot of other crucial English language

features. Putting your writing into paragraphs also makes it easier to read and easier

to understand.

22. You don’t need to write a 5 paragraph essay.  Just because this is an essay doesn’t

mean you need to write a full 5 paragraph essay as your AP lit essay structure. The

standard system is out the window here, and you can write something shorter or

combine some of the paragraphs and sections into smaller sections to cover the

information needed.

23. Don’t restate the prompt. Jump right into expressing your point and what you’re

trying to argue instead of using the prompt to lead in. The person grading your test

already knows the prompt, and they don’t need you to recap it for them. This is an

important one of our many AP English Literature tips and test-taking strategies when

it comes to saving time.

24. You won’t have time to outline. There isn’t a whole lot of time for any of these

essays, and you want to make sure that you can get through them all. That means you

won’t have the time to draft a full outline and then write up your essay in that formal

style. You’ll need to freeform your thoughts and ideas into a cohesive structure as you

go along.

25. Put a thesis statement somewhere in the essay.  Somewhere in the essay should be

a thesis because you need to have a point to what you’re trying to say. You’re going to

focus on the specific aspects that the prompt asks you for, but that’s going to require

you to have some type of purpose behind it.

26. Answer every portion of the prompt.  Make sure you read the prompt carefully so

that you can answer every piece of it. If you miss a section of the prompt in your

answer, you will lose points. Answering every piece is going to give you a better

chance of getting a higher score.

27. Don’t summarize the passage. Don’t include a summary of the passage. The person

grading your test knows what the passage says, and all you’re doing is using up space

and time that you could be using expressing your point. Make sure that you keep any

descriptions you do need to make as short and sweet as possible.

28. Use quotes for analysis. Quotes are a great thing to add in because they let the

reader know that you were paying attention and that you understand the purpose of

the passage. Those quotes should be used in an analytical form rather than just being

repeated into your text.
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29. Take notes as you read. While you’re reading, make sure that you jot down a few

notes that will relate to your prompt or notes about some of the most essential points

that are being shared. These will help you when it comes time to write the essay, so

you don’t have to go through and reread the entire passage again.

30. Understand the principal idea of the passage. You should know what the purpose

of the passage is. Is it trying to tell you something? Is it trying to convince you of

something? If you’ve finished reading it and don’t know what the author is trying to

convey, then you need to go back and read it all over again.

31. Practice writing each style of essay.  Get some practice with each of these styles of

essays. You want to be comfortable with the rules and the way each of them is written

so that you can write them more quickly when it comes to test day. The more

comfortable you are, the better you’ll be able to get everything out without taking too

much time. You’ll also want to look at AP lit essay examples.

AP English Literature Open Question Essay Tips

The open question essay gives you the most freedom when it comes to any sort of essay

question on this test. You actually get to prepare before you even get to the test and you’ll

have plenty of options for what you want to prepare as well. You’ll have a total of 40

minutes to take this portion of the test, which will be enough if you’re careful, structured

and well prepared. Make sure you know how to write an AP English Literature exam essay

before you get in there. This is going to give you an edge on your overall score for the test

because you can prepare as long as you want.

32. Choose books you’ve read in their entirety. Don’t choose books that you’ve only

read small (or even large) passages of. Make sure you’ve read each of them entirely so

you can analyze even the small details and really get in-depth when you’re trying to

express how the book relates to the prompt.

33. Know which books you’re going to use before you get there. Choose the books

you’re going to use before you get to test day. This allows you time to read through

them again, study your notes on the main points and be fully prepared for how you’re

going to approach the test question on the day of the test.
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34. Have 2 main options and something completely different as a backup.  You should

have at least 3 books fully prepared for test day. Two of them could be your favorites

or ones that you enjoy best, even if they’re very similar (similar time period, same

author, etc.). The third book should be entirely different, in case you get a prompt that

will be difficult to answer with one of your favorites.

35. Know the most critical scenes for each book you choose. Being unable to describe

the pivotal scenes in your book is not going to help you in getting a good score. You

should have an excellent understanding of what happened, how it happened and even

why it happened. All of these details are going to help you in answering whatever the

prompt may be.

36. Reflect specific details from the book into your answer. Using small details and

information that isn’t as well known or would require careful reading will prove that

you’ve read the book and that you fully understand what’s happening in the story.

AP English Literature Poetry Essay Tips

This section of the test is going to consist of either 1 or 2 short poems that you’ll need to

carefully analyze and evaluate in some way to answer the prompt. You’ll have a total of 40

minutes in which to use your AP English Literature tips and test-taking strategies, so make

sure you’re reading carefully, evaluating the poems and then answering the prompt wholly

and concisely. Make sure you’re comfortable with reading and understanding different

types of poetry before you get to test day.

37. You must be perceptive and persuasive to get the highest score. The highest

score, either an 8 or a 9, requires that you be perceptive and compelling. You need to

be able to detect even the smallest details and information, and then you need to be

able to convince the reader of your opinion related to that topic. Otherwise, you’re not

going to be able to get this best score.

38. Grammar is very important. You’re writing an English essay, so it’s likely no surprise

that the grammar you use is essential. Try to remember your sentence structure, your

parts of speech and definitely your commas. You’ll also need to remember things like

spelling and paragraph structure. By writing with proper grammar, you’re going to

have a better chance of a higher score.
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39. Use quotes within your essay. Read through the poems you’re given carefully and

then make sure that you use specific quotes from those poems in the essay that you

write. This shows that you’re genuinely analyzing the text and that you understand

what is being said. It also shows how you can interpret the literal into more broad

context.

40. Don’t use vague statements. Vague statements make it sound like you don’t know

what you’re talking about or like you’re filling up space with empty information. You

definitely don’t want to be a space filler, so make sure that you use specific quotes,

specific statements, and as much background information as you can.

41. Keep the introduction and conclusion short. The introduction and conclusion are

essential but not as important as the other information that you’re trying to get

across. If there’s not a lot of time, these are the sections that you can take less time

with. Keep them short and simple, and you’ll have more space for everything else, like

the evidence in the next point.

42. Be organized and use plenty of evidence. Keeping your essay organized makes sure

that your point gets across easier. Using evidence makes sure that the reader

understands where you’re coming from and can see that you understand the context

and everything that’s happening in the poem.

AP English Literature Prose Essay Tips

The prose portion of the test will require you to use your AP English Literature tips and test-

taking strategies to evaluate a single passage carefully. You’ll have a total of 40 minutes to

complete this essay as well. Once again, being careful to read through the passage and the

question entirely and making sure you manage your time well will help you to complete this

essay on time and will make sure you’re fully prepared. You also want to keep an eye on

your structure to make sure it fits what you’re trying to say.

43. Evaluate the overall meaning and break down the elements of the passage.

When you read the passage, you want to look at what the entire thing is trying to get

across and then you want to break it down into smaller sections so you can

understand each component. This will help you when it comes time to write your

essay and evaluate what it’s all about.
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44. Annotate the passage as you read. If you make notes and annotate while you read

you’re going to have an easier time of writing your essay later on. You’ll be able to skim

back through your notes instead of rereading the entire text, and then you’ll be able to

spend more time writing and less of your time trying to read through more of the text,

a second time.

45. Fully defend and explain your thesis. Make sure that your thesis is well thought out

and that you express it, so the reader knows exactly what you’re trying to say. You

should also defend it with as many points as you possibly can so that it’s clear you

read and understood the passage that you’re using in your essay.

46. Get in-depth with your evaluation. Getting very in-depth with your analysis shows

an understanding of literature that will reflect well on your score. You want to make

sure you show the reader that you can understand the literal as well as some of the

more abstract concepts associated with the piece.

AP English Literature Test Day Tips

When it comes to test day you want to make sure you have the right AP English Literature

tips and test-taking strategies to get you prepared and ready for anything that might come

your way. This means making sure you’re going to be healthy, confident and ready to do

your best so you can get the credit for all the hard work that you’ve put in. An AP test is

going to be difficult, but if you know how to prepare yourself beforehand, it doesn’t have to

be as difficult for you as it might for others.

47. Eat a good meal. Eating right is always going to be an essential step. You want to

make sure that you are full and that you are comfortable when you’re taking your test

because getting hungry is going to set you up for trouble. If you’re hungry, you’ll have

a harder time focusing on what you’re supposed to be doing or on the difficult task

before you.

48. Don’t study. Studying immediately before a test, cramming as most people call it, can

actually cause you to forget more than it helps you to learn. That means you could be

setting yourself up for trouble and you may find that you struggle even more with

trying to remember what the main points are. By skipping studying for at least a day

before the test, you give your mind time to really store that information you’re going

to need.
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49. Get a good night’s sleep. Getting plenty of rest is essential because it helps you be

more focused when you sit down at that desk for the test. If you’re tired, your brain

will have a hard time remembering information. You may have a lack of concentration.

You may struggle even to write, and you may feel like you’re groggy or ‘out of it.’ None

of these things are going to help you get the grade that you want on your test.

50. Relax. Taking a few minutes to sit back and relax is going to help you calm down and

mentally prepare for what you’re going to be doing. Those 3 hours are going to feel

entirely too short, so you want to be ready for them.

51. Bring everything you need. It’s important to remember everything you’re going to

need in order to take the test. Keep in mind that you won’t be able to take the test if

you bring any materials that are prohibited and you may not be able to take the test

also if you don’t bring all of the necessary materials. You are responsible for going

over the list of items you can and can’t have and making sure that you do what you’re

supposed to.

52. Know when and where to be. Make sure you know when you’re supposed to be at

the testing center, including what time the test starts and what time the doors open.

You want to be there as early as you can so you can be sure to get in, get a seat and

relax for a little while before the test begins. You’ll also want to make sure that you

know exactly where the test is being held, including the physical address and the

specific room. This information should be verified long before the test date and again

just before the test date so you can be sure nothing has changed.

Hopefully, these 52 AP English Literature tips and test-taking strategies are going to help

you when it comes to taking the AP exam. You want to do well, and that means you need to

keep in mind things like specific vocab and literary terms, using quotes and annotating the

passages as you go through them. These tips are going to help you write better, and they’ll

help you write faster at the same time.
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AP Human Geography Tips and Test Taking Strategies

conqueryourexam.com/ap-human-geography-tips/

You may have heard that the AP Human Geography exam is said to be one of the least

challenging AP exams there is.  However, getting a 5 still requires effort, energy, time and

the right course of action.   If you are planning on taking the AP Human Geography exam

you may want to know more about the test; it’s structure and the right strategies to earn

your 5.

The AP Human Geography course teaches students about geography, agriculture, and

patterns within cultures.  You will be zeroing in on the trends and processes which have

shaped human understanding and overall metamorphosis of Earth.  The AP Human

Geography exam uses multiple choice and free response questions to gauge the knowledge

retained by the student throughout the AP Human Geography course in a 2 part, two hour

and 15-minute exam.  In 2018 only 13% of test takers could make a 5 on the AP Human

Geography exam.  We are going to give you a list of full proof AP Human Geography tips and

strategies that students like you are using to do just that.  If you are looking to obtain the

highest score possible on your AP Human Geography exam, this is the post for you.  This list

of AP Human Geography tips is designed to help you conquer your exam.  Let’s get started.

If you’re still looking for extra help, check out our comprehensive guide on the best AP

Human Geography review books here.

General How to Study for AP Human Geography Tips

1. Read for understanding. Your classroom work is the foundation for your AP Human

Geography knowledge.  Make sure that you are not skimming through chapters but

instead consistently reading each chapter for understanding.  Annotating and taking

notes on essential information will also aid in future retention.
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2. Be aware of how you will be scored. The AP Human Geography exam is made up of

2 sections. The AP Human Geography exam includes multiple choice and free

response: You are allotted 1 hour for 75 multiple choice questions and 1 hour and 15

minutes for the three short response questions.  Each section is worth 50% of your

overall score.  Machines score the multiple-choice part of the test whereas readers

grade the free response questions.  These readers will compare your answer with a

detailed rubric which has the point breakdown for each section. Although readers are

looking to give as much credit as possible for right answers, it is also important to

remember that once your answer begins to be evaluated and points are provided,

they cannot be taken away.

3. Get feedback from other AP Human Geography students and teachers. You are

not the first person taking this exam, and I can guarantee that you won’t be the last. 

Talk to other students or even watch YouTube videos about other people’s exam

experience. For example, one student suggests taking notes in a way that you can

understand; this may be flash cards.  Rewriting the chapter will not aid you in passing

the AP Human Geography exam.Create notes that include terminology and formatting

that you can understand.  Check out more tips here.

4. Don’t rely solely on class notes. Your class notes are a helpful resource for studying

for the AP Human Geography exam; however, they do not contain everything you

need to know. It is impossible for your AP Human Geography teacher to provide all

the required information which is why it is imperative to use your resources.  You

need to go beyond the class work and dedicate time outside of school to reading,

knowing and understanding the material.

5. Invest in an AP Human Geography review book. Although buying a prep book may

seem like a cliché suggestion, it will only help you in the long run. AP Human

Geography review books are a fantastic way not only to summarize what you need to

know for the AP Human Geography exam, but they also provide information that may

not have been learned in the classroom. Review books also come with pre-made study

guides, practice tests, and strategies to help you achieve the 5 that you desire.  Many

prior students attribute the Barron or Princeton Review books to their success on the

AP human geography exam.

6. Start studying early and scheduling time for your studies. Cramming the night

before your exam is never a way to guarantee a good score.  Start early.  This course is

generally a freshman’s first introduction to AP courses.  Use that to your advantage by

using your free time to read over notes, create AP Human Geography exam reviews

and take practice tests.  Outside of studying or doing course-related work spend extra

time doing small activities that will have a significant impact.  Allocate 20 or so minutes

a day to reviewing concepts or going back over vocabulary.  You will thank yourself

later.
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7. Utilize the resources available to you. We live in an era where the possibility of

finding things is limitless. Don’t put all your eggs in one basket.  No one resource will

allow you to know everything possible for the exam.  School websites, the college

board site, and even AP Human Geography podcasts can be great avenues when

looking for review materials and AP Human Geography study  Mobile device

applications and AP Human Geography teacher websites can be an excellent source

for finding study materials.

8. Use your social media accounts to your advantage. Find favorite AP Human

Geography course YouTubers on Instagram, Twitter, Pinterest and YouTube and

follow them.  Motivation comes in all shapes and forms.  Not only will you be able to

get c test tips and material.  This is also an opportunity to network with other students

taking or who have taken the exam and pick their brains.   Popular pages for AP

Human Geography include Andre Patterson Geography channel where he goes in-

depth on concepts to know in each chapter as well as providing tips for test taking.

9. Create a plan of action for studying. Before jumping head first into the realm of AP

Human Geography exam prep create first a plan of action for how you will study.  

Some people opt to begin and end their overall AP Human Geography Exam

preparation with a practice test.  Doing this allows them to gauge where they were

and determine how far they came since the first exam.  Others choose a more

classroom structured approach, choosing to review the materials then take a formal

practice exam halfway through to gauge how they are coming along.  Whichever

method you choose is, however, up to you.

10. Jot down areas where you need improvement. Whenever you complete a practice

AP Human Geography exam make sure that you go over your answers and

understand the explanations. Pay attention to why something was wrong and from

there create a list of areas where you need to improve or do further study.  Generate a

study guide from these areas to ensure you are covering the necessary topics and

categories.

11. Review your ‘General Geography’ unit. The general geography section of the AP

Human Geography review is important but often overlooked.  This section includes

topics like latitude, formal regions, and longitude. Although it only makes up a small

section of the test, it’s essential to ensure that your map reading and map identifying

skills are up to par to ensure success.

12. Create flashcards to help you remember vocabulary. The AP Human Geography

exam is highly vocabulary based.  Create flashcards and have a classmate or friend

test you on them. Include examples on your flashcards to be even more prepared.

13. Make your notes unique to you. Taking notes using a voice you are familiar with will

mostly aid you in engraving things in your brain, anyone can regurgitate facts from a

book.  The more that you write and see the information, the more second nature it

becomes.
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14. Use your mobile device to study. Using your mobile device can be just as easy as

studying from a book and with the added benefit of going everywhere with you. 

There are several mobile application options, but the top option is iScore5 AP Hug

($4.99) and Acing AP Human Geography ($.99).  Other mobile applications include the

following:

Apple Device: Apps4Success – $1.99, AP Human Geography (Upward Mobility) –

$5.00

Android Device:  AP Human Geography Terms – $1.29, AP Human Geography

(Upward Mobility) – $3.99

15. Make your review materials. Though it may be easier to buy pre-made material,

making your study materials will aid you more in the long run.  Spending the time to

create your materials not only assists you while studying, but it also helps you to

recognize concepts and vocabulary from the repetition of writing them.

16. Begin familiarizing yourself with the overarching topics which will be on the AP

Human Geography exam. On the AP Human Geography exam there are seven

significant topics covered in the material.  These seven topics will be the basis for the

material covered in the exam.  There will be a different frequency for each section. 

The list below shows the topic and its associated percentage of incidence on the

exam.

Geography: Its Nature and Perspectives (5–10%)

Population and Migration (13–17%)

Cultural Patterns and Processes (13–17%)

Political Organization of Space (13–17%)

Agriculture, Food Production, and Rural Land Use (13–

17%)

Industrialization and Economic Development (13–17%)

Cities and Urban Land Use (13–17%)

17. Revisit concepts you have struggled with in the past. Throughout your AP Human

Geography Course, make a note of the areas that you have trouble with or feel as if

you require further review. When beginning to study for the exam make an effort to

continually review these concepts or topics so that they will not be a roadblock when

taking the exam. Seek guidance from teachers or even classmates if you are still stuck

on these topics.
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18. Teach concepts to others. Teaching concepts to individuals who know nothing about

AP Human Geography or the AP Human Geography exam can be a great way to

sharpen your skills. Teaching forces you to process information in layman’s terms and

understand even some of the most challenging information.

19. Know your regions. Regions are a significant part of AP Human Geography.  Not only

will you have the possibility of receiving multiple choice questions based on maps and

charts with information specific to various regions, but they may also appear in the

FRQs.  It is pertinent for you to be able to locate a region and relate it to the seven

overarching areas of AP Human Geography.

AP Human Geography Multiple Choice Tips

20. Dissect the question and let the process of elimination guide you to your

answer. Before making an abrupt decision, read the questions and the answers

thoroughly. Use your knowledge of vocabulary and concepts to eliminate the answers

which seem incorrect and arrive at the best fit.  Look for keywords in the questions

which will aid you in know what to put down as your answer.  Words like all, except or

negation words will help you in determining what the question is asking.  Also, pay

attention to the use of time and specific places within the questions.  This will be a

giveaway in specific responses for choosing an answer.

21. Whatever you do, do not skip questions. There is no penalty for answering a

question incorrectly.  If you are unsure and cannot arrive at an answer by process of

elimination, make an educated guess.   Skipping a question could only hurt you in the

long run.

22. Review and memorize models. Models and graphs are a large part of the AP Human

Geography exam.  To adequately review make sure you are aware of how to define

and identity models based on specific characteristics and charts.  Use this list to go

over all models covered in AP Human Geography, although it may be excessive it is

imperative when preparing for the AP Human Geography exam.

23. Keep your map and chart skills sharp. A subset of the questions in the multiple-

choice area of the test are based on or will require the reading of a map or chart.Make

sure that you are aware of the models, their associated graphics and how to interpret

them. When tackling these questions, you will need to not only dissect the question

but in certain instances dissect the graphic as well.
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24. Study with friends. Studying with friends not only makes studying more enjoyable,

but it also opens a variety of activities that can be done. These activities can include

quizzing each other, taking tests together and even competitive reviews. It also gives

you a chance to look at someone else’s notes to compare and even find the

information you may have missed when doing your independent review.

25. Manage your time effectively. When taking the exam to be mindful of the time you

are spending on each question.  There are 75 questions and 60 minutes for the entire

section.  If you notice that you are spending too much time on one question skip it

and leave it until the end or merely make an educated guess.  Remember, do not leave

any questions blank.

26. Mimic test conditions. To become familiar with taking the AP Huma Geography

Exam, make yourself familiar with the conditions that will be in place for the exam and

practice them as much as possible.  Learning how to test is just as important as

learning what you’ll be expecting on the test.

27. Use quizlet.com as much as possible. Quizlet allows students not only to create

reviews for themselves but to use review materials produced by other students as

well.  Here you can use general flashcards, play matching games with terms, test

yourself and even write in the definitions of words and concepts.

28. When reading the test questions don’t immediately look at the answer choices.

Before looking at the various answer, choices try to come up with the solution on your

own.  Find the answer choice which is closet to your suggested answer and start

eliminating options from there.  This can help you to eliminate answers quicker and

save time per question.

AP Human Geography FRQ Tips

29. Understand the parts of a quality AP Human Geography answer.  Before even

beginning to practice writing free response questions, make sure you understand

what a well-written answer looks like, the parts it possesses and overall how it is rated.

The College Board provides many AP Human Geography FRQs and scoring guidelines

for your review.  Their list of sample questions dates to 2001 allowing you the

opportunity to see patterns in the questions asked and potential scoring for your

response.
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30. Answer your questions in the format which it was asked. Aside from the AP

Human Geography FRQs testing your analytical abilities, your organizational skills are

assessed as well.  Answer your question in the same matter in which it was asked.  If

your item contains three parts labeled A, B and C, your answer should be structured

the same. When responding to the question with a new thought or topic, a separate

paragraph should be used.

31. No fluff allowed. Do not add any fluff or filler text.  The length of your response has

no direct correlation to the score you will receive. You should also not be providing

opinions or using the word “I.”  Everything should be based on facts.

32. Do not begin writing until you understand the prompt. Before even beginning to

write your FRQ response, pull out any action verbs which will aid you in determining

what exactly the question is asking.  These include words like define, explain or

analyze.  These words give clues for the type of response you will need to provide.

33. Give yourself time to prepare. Before jumping into writing your FRQ response, give

yourself a set amount of time to prepare for each question. You are allotted roughly

25 minutes per free response question.  Give yourself 3-5 minutes of this time to

prepare your response and do any necessary outlining.

34. Practice Free Response Questions while timing yourself. It’s important to

remember that you only have 75 minutes to finish the free response portion of the

test. Although that may seem like a long time, that time will pass quickly.  Practice your

free response questions frequently.  Utilize timers to keep you in check as well as

answering a variety of different types of questions. The more you practice, the better

you will get.  After all, this is 50% of your overall score.

35. Have someone grade at least one of your AP Human Geography FRQ Responses.

When taking at least one practice exam, have someone else look over your answers

and review them, preferably a teacher who can give you concrete feedback on what

you should change and how.  Doing this will help you make sure that you are

practicing your AP Human Geography FRQs in the wrong way.

36. Provide relevant examples. A large part of the free response questions will be

defining and understanding vocabulary and keywords. Provide appropriate and

specific examples when writing your responses.  Use models, terms, and theories to

support your answers. For instance, we know that a “custom” is a characteristic of a

group of people; however, an example would be shaking hands when meeting

someone new.
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37. Review Past AP Human Geography FRQs. The AP Human Geography questions are

meant to assess how you interpret maps and charts, how you analyze different

geographical concepts and synthesize different areas.Consistent practice is one of the

best ways to get good at answering AP Human Geography’s free response questions. 

Answer questions which have provided detailed information on answers to see how

your response will measure up to the prior subject’s grade or score.  There is no

shortage of exam prep questions, and they can be found all over the internet, you can

even create your own if you seek to challenge yourself further.

38. Use the SNAP! method for understanding the AP Human Geography questions.

The SNAP! method will allow you to quickly and easily dissect and answer the

question.

Snap – The first piece is locating the main subject and any specific information

that you can about it.You may also draw information from your memory if it is

relevant to what is being asked.

Number of Parts – Find out how many sections and answers are needed within

each section.You should have the same amount of parts in the question as in

your response.

Action Words – Look for action words which describe what you are being asked

to do. This includes words like explain, define, identify or even choose.  This is

just a small set of the action verbs which can be found in your questions.

Period & Location – Make sure that you are aware of periods or locations which

are needed for your answer or that are present within the question.

! – The last step is to look for vocabulary words. Circle any words that look

familiar to you or that you have seen before.  If you are unsure, attempt to

define the terms during your brainstorming time.

39. Do not answer FRQ questions as bulleted lists or fact lists. Bulleted lists are not

accepted on the AP Human Geography exam. Answers written in this format or just in

a list of facts will not be accepted. Your answers must be written in complete

sentences in narrative format.

40. Do not go overboard with information. Adding excess information when answering

your FRQs is not necessary. You should only be providing what is needed to answer

the question entirely.  For example, if your question asks for three examples, you

should only provide three examples.  If any more are provided only the first three will

be scored even if the first one is incorrect and the last example is correct.

41. Understand the “Why.” Many FRQs want to know the why behind a concept.  Make

sure you understand why many events take place and are prepared to give examples

of how concepts have manifested themselves in the real world.
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42. Add relevant details to all of your responses. One of the most important things to

do why answering the AP Human Geography questions is to be specific and use as

much detail as possible.  You should be including examples, samples, and verbiage

that lets the grader know that you know the material.

43. Remember that short answers not essay. Although your free response answers

should be in narrative format, you should not be writing your AP Human Geography

FRQ answers in 5 paragraph essay format.  Instead, you should be writing a series of

paragraphs which are cohesive. You do not need to be concerned with providing the

traditional parts of an essay.

44. Start with the AP Human Geography FRQ you can answer with the most

confidence. Before beginning, any work on the FRQ questions read each question

carefully to determine the order in which you should answer the questions.  Start with

the item you are most familiar with and answer the other questions accordingly.  This

allows you to get credit for the information you know while also giving yourself extra

time to explain the others.

45. Your response should be clear and legible. There is nothing worse than getting a

question wrong because the reader could not distinguish the words in your answer.  If

needed, practice writing neatly and quickly in order to avoid any confusion. Do not use

harsh scratch outs or scribbles.  When you make a mistake simply put a line through

the error only.  Any wording that looks like it is crossed out will not be scored.

46. Proofread your answer. If your answer doesn’t make sense to you, there is a good

chance it also won’t make sense to anyone else. Do as much proofreading as time will

allow.  If you have planned accordingly, there won’t be many changes to your

response at the end.

Tips from AP Human Geography Teachers

47. Review questions which are commonly missed. When taking an AP Human

Geography practice exam, review questions which are most commonly missed by you

and your classmates. From these questions determine the topic it falls under and

makes that section or concept a priority when reviewing for the exam.
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48. AP Human Geography guide books are essential to passing the AP Human

Geography exam. Mr. Larkey from Minnesota. I recommend but do not require an

AP test prep book for AP Human Geography. These are essential for passing the AP

Human Geography exam in May.  It does not have to be the current edition, but I

would recommend either the Kaplan or Barron’s book. I do have some copies I can

check out to students.

49. Varley’s review site is one of the best. If you are unfamiliar, Mr. Varley from Lincoln

high school provides students in his school and others around the country with a

multitude of test material, AP Human Geography notes and more on his AP Human

Geography site. His Motherload packet is one of the most talked about items on his

website.

50. Stay up to date on current events. AP Human Geography is actively happening

around you every day.  Look for examples of terms in your neighborhood to see

concepts actively at work.  Gentrification or assimilation are just two examples of

words you may be able to see in your everyday life and apply when taking the exam.

Through this list and variety of other sources, you have gathered a seemingly endless supply

of 50 AP Human Geography notes and tips on how to gain a 5 on your AP Human

Geography exam.  However, the most important thing for you to remember is to breath and

be confident in your abilities.  Although the AP Human Geography exam may not be the

hardest exam, you’ll take, if you can understand geographical concepts, interpret

geographic models and explain keywords and vocabulary terms in depth, you are well on

the way to achieving a 5.  In addition to being well versed in the information on the exam

you must also continue to practice timing.  Once you have successfully married the those

two items a 4 or a 5 is within your grasp.
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AP Physics 1 & 2 Tips and Test Taking Strategies

conqueryourexam.com/ap-physics-1-2-tips/

We get it. Studying for the AP Physics exam can be difficult and finding a complete list of AP

Physics tips is tough. For many people, this is going to be the hardest test you’re going to

take out of all your AP courses. But if you have the right AP Physics 1 study guide and an AP

Physics 2 study guide you may be able to help yourself along the way.

This comprehensive list of AP Physics tips is intended to provide you with AP Physics 1

resources as well as help you with many of the areas that you might find difficulty in AP

Physics 2 if you tried to go it alone. We’re going to go over some of the best tips and tricks to

help you understand where to focus your attention and how to get the 5 you’re looking for.

It requires a thorough understanding of AP Physics 1 dynamics and Physics 2 areas as well.

Overall, this test is going to take 3 hours to complete. It’s divided into a multiple choice

section and a free response section. Within the multiple choice, you’ll have 50 questions to

answer. Within the free response, you’ll have 5. Keep in mind that those free response are

not all the same.

Out of those questions, 3 will be short answer, 1 will be an experimental design, and 1 will

be quantitative/qualitative translation. Make sure you’re prepared for each of the different

styles that your questions could take.

Hopefully, each of these tips is going to get you off to the right start when it comes to your

AP Physics 1 exam, and you’re AP Physics 2 as well. Whether you’re looking for general study

tips or more specific AP Physics 1 resources and AP Physics 2 review, you’ll have no problem

finding some great ideas right here.

If you’re looking for the best AP Physics 1 review books, read our guide here. Taking AP

Physics 2? Our guide to the best AP Physics 2 review books can be found here.

General Study Tips for AP Physics 1 & 2
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When it comes to studying for anything, the first thing you should focus on are the general

tips. These are the things that are going to help you with all aspects of the test, whether the

multiple choice or the free response. Make sure you go over each of these and start

implementing them into your practice. From there, you’re going to want to move on to more

specialized areas for study. This is going to start the basics of your AP Physics 1 review and

our overall AP Physics prep.

1. Start with the major ideas of physics – Start your study process at the top by

focusing on the major ideas that physics is broken into. Don’t try jumping immediately

into the smaller, nuanced ideas.

2. Take practice tests – Practice tests, especially the ones that come from CollegeBoard,

are going to make it easier to figure out where you are, and that’s where you’ll get AP

Physics 2 practice exam multiple choice questions. You’ll be able to get an idea of what

the test will be like and which areas you struggle in. So make sure you take an AP

Physics 1 practice test and an AP Physics 2 practice exam.

3. Grade and review your practice tests – Look over the answers you get and the

answers you get wrong and find out what you’re having troubles with. You’ll want to

focus on the areas that you’re struggling with on your practice tests or questions.

4. Know why you’re getting questions wrong – Pay attention to what it is that is

leading you to incorrect answers. Are you choosing the wrong equations? Making

math mistakes or confusing different concepts or something else? You’ll want to know

the problems you’re having and why.

5. Review your labs – By going through labs that you’ve already done, you’re going to be

better prepared for the free response questions that will be asked on your test. Make

sure you fully understand those labs and how they work such that you would be able

to explain them.

6. Study what’s actually on the test – Look at the topics that are actually on the test

before you start studying. You definitely don’t want to waste your time trying to learn

something when it’s not even going to be tested.

7. Make flash cards – Flashcards allow you to remember specific information and they

make it easier for you to study while you’re doing other things. These cards can be

easy to take with you to school or wherever else you might go so you can squeeze in a

few minutes of study at any random time.

8. Pay attention to learning material – You’ll be studying for physics 1 & 2, but these

are not the only physics tests being offered. Note that these tests are not the same as

physics C or any of the others that you may find. They are also not the same as the old

test B. These tests each cover different things.
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9. Don’t assume your class will be enough – You will definitely not be able to pass this

test if you don’t do self-study outside of your class. You absolutely need to make sure

that you are studying as much as possible and that you are getting help besides just

your regular physics book. You’ll need more than an AP Physics 1 semester review.

Knowing how to pass AP Physics class or the AP Physics unit 1 test is not going to be

enough.

10. Pay attention to CollegeBoard – These are the people who make the tests so if you

can find study resources, practice questions and sample questions (including old

questions with answers) study what you can find of these.

11. Use your calculator – As we’ll talk about later, calculators are allowed. Make sure that

you’re actually using yours. Even if you think you can do the math on your own, it’s

important to check your answers at the very least with the calculator to make sure you

haven’t made a mistake.

12. Know the seven science practices – The seven science practices are going to be

extremely important to be able to answer the questions you’re going to be asked

because they’re going to relate to a number of different areas.

13. Understand how to establish lines of evidence  – You’re going to need to explain

how you get from one thing to another and that means establishing lines of evidence

that are clear, concise and thorough at the same time.

14. Know how to develop testable explanations – When you make a statement you

need to be able to explain it, and in physics, you need to be able to show how it can be

tested and still found to be true (or false).

15. Find a free course – There are several free courses that you can take online, and

many of them are actually live, which means you can ask questions within the group

discussion and you can get responses and information from people who really

understand the test. You may even find AP Physics 1 teacher websites to follow.

16. Reread the questions – There are certain words that will entirely change the meaning

of a question, or if you mix up units, it could completely change the equation that you

need to perform. Make sure you reread each question to make sure you haven’t

misread anything.

17. Memorize your basic equations – Math is going to be a big part of your physics test,

and you’ll need to know the equations that are going to be asked. Studying and

memorizing the mathematical equations is going to set you up to succeed. You will get

an AP Physics 1 equation sheet, but it’s easier to know some of your equations

beforehand.

18. Know concepts from each major idea – Once you’ve started to delve into each of the

major ideas of physics, you also want to go a little deeper into some of the concepts.

Make sure you also know how they fit into each of the major ideas. You’ll need to

know things like the AP Physics 1 kinematics test.
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19. Create a study group – Having a few people that you can study with is going to make

it a whole lot easier to understand the information. You can each help out with the

areas you’re strongest at and get help in the other areas.

20. Study one major idea or topic at a time  – Focus on one major idea at each time. If

you try to jump into too many areas at once, you’ll find yourself overwhelmed and

struggling to remember how different ideas relate to one another.

21. Practice math – There’s a lot of math involved with physics, so you want to make sure

that you’re practicing those equations. Practice just doing the math and remember

that you will have a calculator available to do the problems.

22. Practice diagramming questions – Diagramming out questions is going to make it

easier to answer them in a lot of cases. Practice how you can diagram out the different

sections and different types of questions, so you’re fully prepared.

23. Know what the question is asking you – Make sure in any type of question that you

know exactly what’s being asked. If you don’t understand the question read it through

until you do. Even if you think you know what it means read it through again to

double-check.

24. Study where you need help  – Don’t spend a lot of time on areas that you’re already

pretty solid. Instead, spend your study time working on the areas that you’re

struggling in or that you don’t have the same solid grasp.

25. Use review books – Review books, especially Princeton, are going to help you a great

deal in learning the material you don’t know and reviewing the rest. You want to get a

good study book that goes into all of the topics so you can get help in all the areas

where you’re struggling.

26. Study test prep books alongside the class – Get a test prep book while you’re taking

the class rather than waiting until after. Then work through the prep book while you

study those sections in class for a little extra help and support.

27. Keep track of your time – Make sure you keep track of your time throughout the

test. You have a set amount of time to get everything done so you want to make sure

you can get them done in that amount of time. Time yourself on your practice tests as

well.

28. Always check your math – You should always check the math that you do because

you want to make sure that you’re doing it correctly. Making a mistake on a math

problem is easy and could make your entire answer incorrect.

29. Watch videos on Khan Academy – AP Physics 1 Khan Academy has a number of

great videos that dive deep into the information that you’re going to need for your

physics test. It will help you focus on any of the areas that you need additional help.

30. Watch videos on YouTube – Another great resource is YouTube, where you’ll find a

number of lectures that will walk you through different points. Find lectures on

different areas that you struggle in and make sure you aren’t paying for any of these

videos.
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31. Keep your videos short – If you are watching videos don’t try to dive into ones that

are too long. The best thing you can do is watch short videos that are going to give

you information without bogging you down too much with information that you can’t

remember.

32. Use practice problems in your physics book – There are practice problems

throughout your book. Make sure you’re using them to your advantage by studying

each one and working out the problems. Use the answers in the back of the book as

well.

AP Physics 1 & 2 Multiple Choice Tips

When it comes to the multiple choice questions, you’re going to get a total of 1 ½ hours to

answer 50 AP Physics 1 multiple choice questions and answers and AP Physics 2 multiple

choice as well. These questions will account for 50% of your score, so it’s vital that you pay

attention and value your time. You’ll have a little under 2 minutes per question, so if you’re

answering the questions the right way (which we’ll talk about), you shouldn’t have a problem

getting an answer for each of them.

33. Evaluate multi-select questions – There are almost always at least a couple of

questions that will ask you to select more than one answer. Make sure that you

evaluate these questions carefully to know what they’re asking and to choose the right

answers.

34. Choose the best answer in every case – In some cases more than one answer might

seem to be correct. Don’t just choose the first correct answer. Always look for the

answer that best fits the question and go with that one instead.

35. Read every answer before you choose one – Along the same lines as the last point,

make sure that you read every single answer before you pick the one that you’re

going to go with. You might find one that fits the question better than the one you

initially chose.

36. Answer questions you know first – When you first get your test read through the

questions quickly. Any questions that you know should be answered immediately. Skip

over anything that you don’t immediately know the answer to.

37. Keep track of your answer sheet – If you’re going to be skipping around on different

questions, you want to make sure that you keep track of where you are on your

answer sheet. Keep all the bubbles lined up with the proper question, so you don’t

lose points for filling in the wrong bubble.
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38. Try to come up with the answer before you read the options  – When you read the

question see if you can come up with the answer before you even read the options.

You may already know what the answer is and then you can fill it in quickly. That

means you use up less of your time.

39. Don’t second-guess yourself – When you feel confident in your answer or even if you

just select an answer don’t go back to it. Don’t second-guess your choices. In most

cases, the gut reaction you have to something is going to be correct and second-

guessing could make you make a mistake.

40. Make an educated guess – If you don’t know the answer to a question make an

educated guess. That means narrow it down by eliminating the answers you know

aren’t true and then picking one out of the ones left behind. You’ll at least improve

your odds of getting the right one.

41. Don’t leave any questions blank – You aren’t going to lose any points by getting a

question wrong. That means you should never leave a question blank. Even if you

didn’t eliminate any of the answers, you would have a 25% chance of getting it right

compared to 0%. And in most cases, you can eliminate at least one answer.

AP Physics 1 & 2 FRQ Tips

The second section of this test is the free response section, and you’ll have AP Physics 2 free

response and Physics 1. This one actually encompasses several different types of questions,

so it’s a little more complicated to explain, but you’re definitely going to want to pay

attention here. You get another 1 ½ hours to complete this section, which is also worth 50%

of your test score. In total, you’re going to have 5 questions. Of those, 3 will be short answer,

1 will be experimental design, and 1 will be quantitative/qualitative translation.

42. Write in paragraph form – These questions require you to write out your answer in

full paragraph form. You want to make sure that you are filling out your answers in

complete sentences and breaking each area down into paragraphs to make it easier to

read.

43. Use proper vocabulary words  – You want to make sure you have the proper

vocabulary words throughout this section. You could lose points if you’re not careful

and mix up some of your words or if you don’t use a word properly. Make sure you

can explain how each of these words applies to your equations.
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44. Use evidence from physical principles and equations – Make sure you’re

supporting everything you say with evidence. Evidence from physical principles and

equations are going to be especially good for getting your point and information

across.

45. Always explain – Don’t just state a fact. Make sure that you actually explain what

you’re saying and what kind of evidence you have to back it up. That’s going to support

your position and help you get the points that you’re looking for.

46. Draw diagrams when possible – Drawing out diagrams is going to make it even

easier to back up what you’re saying and to show that you’ve done the work. These

also let the reviewer know that you understand what you’re talking about and

understand the problem.

47. Answer easier questions first – Read through the questions and answer the ones

that are easiest first. You want to make sure you get the most points possible, and by

answering easier questions, you’re not going to be wasting your time on more complex

ones. You’ll be able to get more done.

48. Underline values or information in the question before you start – As you read

through the question make sure you mark areas that are important. Mark the values

you’ll need for equations and any information that you need in order to answer it. This

allows you to go back through when you finish your answer and make sure you have

everything.

49. Explain equations, interim answers, steps, and principles used – Your explanation

should always include equations, interim answers, steps, and principles. Make sure

you talk about which ones you chose and why as well as showing each of them in your

explanation.

50. Move through the steps logically in your answer – Make sure you flow through

each step in your answer. You want to get from step one (choosing the equation to

use) all the way to the final step (your answer and explanation) in order. This makes it

easier for the reviewer to understand.

51. Avoid extraneous information – Don’t add in a lot of extra information. You’re going

to bog down the reviewer, and you could actually end up with incorrect information

that loses you points if you try to add in too much additional content.

52. Label everything properly (especially vectors) – When you draw out graphs make

sure you’re labeling everything. You should have vectors, units and everything else

possible labeled properly, so it’s clear what you’re saying and what your graph means.

53. Sum up with if-then statements – The conclusion of your free response questions

should be if-then statements. Don’t forget to state your if-then but also state the

reverse so that both outcomes are accounted for.

54. Answer every part of a question – Make sure that when you go through the

question, you answer every part of it. You may want to go through in the question and

check each of the different parts to make sure that you’re getting through each of

them.
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55. Label your answer to make each answer easy to find – When you answer the

question, you may want to label out each of the different sections to make sure they’re

easy to find and to make sure that you’ve answered each of them clearly and fully.

56. Only the number of examples or equations asked for will be evaluated  – If the

question actually asks you for 1 example, that means the reviewer can only read the

first example you give. If it’s incorrect, it doesn’t matter that other examples you gave

may have been correct. They can only read the first ones given and up to the number

required.

57. Keep it simple – Don’t get too overcomplicated when you’re trying to explain things or

you could lose points. Also, make sure you stay organized on paper. You want to keep

your answer flowing in the right direction, and you want to make sure that it’s

organized enough that a reviewer can see what you’re trying to say.

58. Primarily focused on conceptual over mathematics – Most of these questions are

going to be focused on concepts rather than mathematics. Understanding how to

apply concepts and how those concepts work is going to be important for your ability

to answer these questions. Knowing AP Physics 1 conceptual questions and AP Physics

conceptual questions, in general, will help you here.

59. Write clearly – Your handwriting could lose you points if you are not careful about

how you answer. Try to write as clearly as possible so that a reviewer will be able to

understand your answer and to read through it properly. If they can’t read it, they can’t

give you points for it.

AP Physics 1 & 2 Test Day Tips

When it comes to test day you want to make sure that you’re fully prepared. You want to

make sure that you have everything you’re going to need (and don’t have anything you’re

not allowed to). You also want to make sure that you’re going to be at your absolute best.

That’s going to require you to put in a little bit of effort, by following the steps that we’re

going to talk about below.

60. Bring a calculator – You are allowed either a scientific, graphing or four-function

calculator. You definitely want to make sure you have one even if you think you aren’t

going to need it. It’s always best to be prepared for anything, and this will be one of

your AP Physics 1 essentials.
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61. Bring an extra calculator – You are allowed two calculators in the test, but you are

not allowed to share a calculator with anyone else. Make sure you have an extra

calculator just in case something happens to the first one or the battery dies. You

want to have a calculator at all times.

62. Know where to be and when – Make sure you know what time the test is going to be

and where it’s going to be held. You should practice driving there before the day of

your test, so you’re comfortable getting there with plenty of time before your test

starts.

63. Know what you can and can’t have – Study the list of things that you can bring in

with you and the list of things that you can’t. Make sure that you have only the things

that you’re allowed to have and that you have all of the items you’re going to need.

You’ll want to know what to bring to AP Physics 1 exam.

64. Eat a good meal – Make sure you eat well before you go to your test. You want to be

able to concentrate on the test, and that’s not going to happen if you’re hungry. If

you’re given a break, you should also have a snack available to eat during that time to

keep you focused through the entire test.

65. Get plenty of sleep – The night before your test you should be getting plenty of sleep.

Don’t stay up late studying or doing anything else. You want to be well rested so that

you can focus when it comes time to start your test.

66. Check your calculator is approved – Make sure the calculator that you’re planning to

bring is an approved one. You don’t want to get there and find out that you can’t take

your calculator in or that you’re going to be disqualified.

67. Take some time off – Don’t study the night before the test or the day of the test. You

want to take a little time off and make sure you get a break in. You won’t be able to

really capture a lot of information if you try to cram it in later on in your studying or

right before the test.

There are a number of different things that you should be doing in order to make sure

you’re better prepared for your physics test. Make sure that you pay close attention to

equations, that you get plenty of sleep and that you’re focusing on the overarching ideas all

of this should help you on your AP Physics 1 practice and your AP Physics 2 exam review .

Also, make sure that you never leave any of the questions blank and take an AP Physics 2

practice exam. You want to do well with this test, and hopefully, these tips are going to help

you do just that.
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AP Psychology Tips and Test Taking Strategies

conqueryourexam.com/ap-psychology-tips/

When it comes to your AP Psychology test, you’re definitely going to want to check out these

AP Psychology tips and test-taking strategies. Each of these should help make your studying

a little bit easier, and maybe make it easier for you to get the 5 you’re looking for.

If you’re taking all that time and putting in all that work to take an AP class you want to make

sure you’re getting the credit for it, right? You want to make sure that you take the test and

that you’re going to get a good grade so it will apply toward the university of your choice.

That’s why we’ve done some research to help you out.

Each of these tips is designed to make your studying more effective, whether they’re general

test-taking tips and strategies or they’re focused on the different parts of the test. That way,

you can focus on the areas that are most important or most difficult to you and skim

through the rest.

Make sure you’re doing everything you can to study the right way, and definitely don’t skip

out on anything you need for your AP class now that you’re in the home stretch. This test

isn’t going to be easy, but it doesn’t have to be as difficult as you might think it is. At least,

not if you know what you’re doing.

The test is created by CollegeBoard, and that means they’re going to be one of your best

resources for studying your AP Psychology syllabus, but they’re definitely not the only

resource you’re going to want to use, so make sure you take a closer look at this AP

Psychology exam study guide.

If you’re looking for the best AP Psychology review books, read our detailed guide here.

General How to Study for AP Psychology Tips

We’ll take a look at more specific tips and sections of the test in a minute, but first, let’s take

a look at some general ideas. Each of these skills are going to help you overall, with the

entire test. They’re going to help you study in general so you can make sure you have the
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knowledge and the foundation that you’re going to need to do well in all aspects that this

test is going to focus on. Also, start from the AP Psychology midterm when you’re beginning

intense studying.

1. Check Out Appsychology.com – While you’re here, you’re going to find a whole lot of

practice questions, and they’re separated by topic. That means you can focus on the

areas that you’re struggling with instead of the areas that you’re already confident in.

2. Create your own quiz – Quizlet is one of the most popular ways to study for just

about anything, and it lets you create quizzes that focus on areas you’re struggling in.

With this system, you’re going to have an easy way to study when you want, and you

can trade out questions however you want. You’ll have AP Psychology review games

here.

3. Take practice tests on CollegeBoard  – This is the producer of the test, so they’re

definitely the people you want to study with. Their AP Psychology practice test is

actually official tests that were used in the past. That means you’re getting a look at

questions that are realistic to the real thing.

4. Practice old FRQs on CollegeBoard – These are going to be the hardest questions in

the entire test, so you’re going to want to look at some of the previous questions, so

you have a good idea of what the questions look like as well as the type of information

that they’re looking for in a response.

5. Review responses for FRQs – When you look at the old FRQs you’re going to want to

take a look at the recommended responses as well. This will show you what you’re

likely going to be graded on and what you should be writing out when you answer

your own FRQs in the official test you’re taking.

6. A lot of memorization – This test is actually going to focus more on memorizing

information and vocabulary rather than being able to conceptualize like you would be

doing with other tests. If you know how to regurgitate information you’ll be better off.

7. Make flash cards for vocab – When it comes to the vocabulary you want to make

sure you’re using flash cards. These will help you a whole lot more when it comes to

the memorization of the information. They’ll also make sure that you can apply the

information later.

8. Always be studying throughout class – When it comes to your class, you should be

paying attention to the information that you go over in class as well as any

information you’re struggling with. You want to make sure you read the Psychology

textbook along with your class and that you’re taking AP Psychology notes.

9. Online courses can help you improve your learning – If you’re in need of a little

more information or if you’re struggling with certain areas or even if you just want a

little more review you can look at different online courses. These courses are going to

make it easier for you to double up your information.
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10. Pay attention to psychological concepts in real life – Look for psychological

concepts in your normal life. You will likely see examples just walking down the street

or spending time with your family and friends. Seeing these things in real life makes

them a whole lot easier for you to remember.

11. Find a study group – A study group can make it a whole lot easier for you to stay

focused and it’s also going to help you get the hang of any information that you might

have trouble with. Teaching someone information you know well can also help it to

stick even better in your head. Create an AP Psychology review packet together.

12. Outline sections of the course – As you’re going through the course take the time to

outline the information. You want to make sure you can focus on the most important

sections and that you will be able to go back to information about the sections as you

continue through other areas with your AP Psychology review.

13. Know why you make mistakes on questions – When you’re doing practice

questions and practice tests you want to make sure that you’re paying attention to the

specific ones you get wrong. Know why you’re making those mistakes and focus on

how you’re going to improve those areas.

14. Focus on your weak areas – Spend more time on the areas that you’re weak in.

Rather than spending a lot of time on areas that you’re already strong in you’re going

to see more improvement and a better result on your final test if you focus on areas

you’re not doing well on.

15. Score your practice tests – When you finish a practice test make sure you go through

and score it. This is going to help you pick out the areas where you’re making mistakes

as well as the areas where you’re already weak. If you’re not scoring the tests you’re

going to miss the improvements you could be making.

16. Know what’s not on the test – Pay attention to the things that are actually on the

test and the things that aren’t. You don’t want to waste your time studying things that

aren’t even going to be on your test. You can find what information is going to be there

(or could be) on CollegeBoard’s website.

17. Create mnemonics – There are some things that you’re going to need, and

mnemonics could be a great way to do it. If you’re feeling comfortable with it just go

ahead and create your own or you can probably find some online with different

research systems.

18. Use review books – Review books are going to be important and can help you study

the important information that’s going to be on the test. Make sure you’re getting

books like the Princeton Review and Barron’s because these are some of the best and

most popular for a reason. Use a quality AP Psychology book.

19. Study hard the last week – The last week is going to be the most important time, and

you want to make sure that you’re really pushing yourself at this point. You’re going to

need extra practice here, and this is going to be the last big draw before you cut

yourself off the day before.
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20. Know the psychological perspectives – The psychological perspectives are definitely

going to be on your test so make sure you understand these and how they interact

within the field. Make sure you also know how to apply them in different situations.

21. Mimic the situation – Did you know that you’re actually more likely to regurgitate the

information you need for your test if you read it the first time when you’re in a similar

environment? Set up a room very similar to the test room and use that as your study

space to trigger the information when you get to the test.

22. Use repetition to your advantage – When it comes to psychology, you’re going to

see that repetition is a big part of the whole thing. Well, you can actually use that

repetition when it comes to studying because you can focus on repeating areas that

you struggle with until they stick.

23. Apply the concepts – This is going to be one of the most important aspects of your

test. You’ll need to know how the different concepts actually apply in the real world

and in different situations. If you can apply them you’re going to have a leg up in the

actual exam.

24. Try online courses – There are online courses for just about anything, and you may

be able to find some that are related to the specific areas of psychology that you’re

struggling with. If you can then take a little time to go through these courses alongside

your other studying or your class.

25. Know the key figures in psychology – You should know about the different people

who are important to psychology and how they contributed. You should know what

they did and why their contributions were actually important in the long run or how

they changed things in psychology.

26. Know the research methods – Research methods are going to be an important

aspect of your test as well. Make sure you understand each of them as well as how to

apply them when they were invented and by whom. The more you know about them,

the better off you’ll be.

27. Remove your distractions – It’s always important to remove excess distractions when

you’re trying to get anything done. You want to make sure you have a way to focus

and that you’re not going to be annoyed or sidetracked by music, loud noises, TV or

other people in your household.

28. Get a tutor – If you’re struggling with this topic or any of the specific areas within this

topic, you may want to look into getting a tutor who can help you with AP Psychology

exam practice. They may be a professional or someone who has taken the test already

and may be able to help you with areas that they struggled too.
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AP Psychology Multiple Choice Tips

The multiple choice questions are going to take up most of the exam at 100 questions, and

they’re also responsible for the most significant portion of your score. In fact, these

questions are going to account for approximately 66.6% of your total exam score, and

you’re going to have 1 hour and 10 minutes to answer all of them. That doesn’t give you a

whole lot of time per question, so it’s going to be very important for you to moderate your

time on your AP Psychology multiple choice answers.

29. Use process of elimination – You should always use the process of elimination for

questions that you aren’t entirely sure on. In nearly all cases you can get rid of at least

one incorrect answer. That improves your chance of getting the question right from

25% to 33%. Every bit helps.

30. Use your own logic – It’s going to be essential to read through each question and

answer with logic. In psychology, the information has to make logical sense. That

means you need to find an answer that seems to fit. Make sure that you’re paying

attention to how the answers really do when it comes to reasonability.

31. Answer questions you know first – Read through the questions quickly and answer

any of the questions that you know first. That means if you can read it and

immediately understand what the answer is, write it down and fill in the bubble. Then

move on to the rest of the questions.

32. Choose an answer after reading the question – Before you even read the answers

try to come up with what the answer to that question is going to be. If the answer is in

the options choose it, fill in the bubble and move on. Don’t waste any additional time

on it.

33. Look for words in the question that change the meaning – Words like ‘always,’

‘never,’ or ‘not’ are going to change the meaning of the question entirely. Make sure

that you’re watching for these words and that you answer the question according to

what is actually being asked.

34. No penalty for guessing – You’re not going to lose points or be otherwise penalized

for taking a guess. That’s why educated guesses are best but even if you have no idea

about a question make sure you put something down. You have a 25% chance of

being right if you guess.

35. Don’t overthink the question – Don’t think too hard about a question. Chances are

it’s not as complex as you think it is and you could end up getting an answer wrong

because you’re not paying attention to what’s actually being asked of you when you

read the question.

36. Choose the best answer, not just a correct answer – There could be more than one

answer that’s technically correct, but there’s only going to be one answer that’s the

best one. Make sure you’re reading through all of the answers and that you choose

the one that’s best.
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37. All questions are worth the same – You get the same number of points for each

question that you answer in this section. Don’t spend time on difficult questions first.

Make sure you’re reading through the easier ones and skipping over difficult ones the

first pass through.

38. Keep your score sheet right – If you’re going to be jumping around to different

questions especially you need to make sure that your score sheet is accurate. Make

sure you’re not skipping over any of the questions or that you’re not getting answers

in the wrong bubbles or for the wrong question.

AP Psychology Free Response Questions Tips

With the free response questions, you’re going to have a total of 50 minutes to answer only

2 prompts. That means you have 25 minutes for each one and together they make up 33.3%

of your total score. That means you want to take your time on each of these and you want

to make sure you’re answering them as fully and accurately as possible. You don’t want to

underestimate how important they are just because the multiple choice portion is

responsible for a larger percentage of your total score.

39. Budget your time carefully – You only get 50 minutes for these 2 questions, and

while that may sound like a lot, you don’t want to realize that you’ve spent entirely too

much time on one of the questions and not left yourself enough time to answer the

other one.

40. Look for verbs in the question – Verbs are going to tell you what you should be

doing and how you should be answering the question. If you take the time to read for

them and mark them down, you’ll be able to focus on these areas when you start

actually answering the question.

41. Mark important sections in the prompt – When you’re reading through the prompt

make sure you mark out the different sections that are most important. This isn’t just

the verbs, but any areas that you can use when it comes to actually writing the answer

down are also important.

42. Use the right terms – Use terms correctly when you write out your answer. You need

to show that you know the terminology and that you know how to apply it within the

situation accurately. You should also use terms that are used in the prompt to show

you understand them.
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43. Use specific examples in your answer – Include examples that are specific and

practical. This shows that you know what the question is asking you for and that you

fully understand the theories or situations that you’re actually talking about and you

should get the points.

44. Review the rubric – Before you get to test day, you should be reviewing the rubric of

what is actually graded when it comes to your FRQs. You want to make sure you’re

focusing on the most important content, and formats and the old rubrics are going to

give you a better idea of that.

45. Review the instructions – Make sure you know the instructions for the question that

you’re answering and what you’ll need to do in order actually to get any score at all.

You’ll want to read through the instructions one more time before you even start

writing.

46. Answer in the answer booklet – Don’t get caught up in writing out notes and

information in your test booklet. The reader that grades your test is only going to

receive the answer booklet, and they are not going to receive the test booklet that you

wrote more information in.

47. Don’t restate the question – You have no need to restate the question. Even though

the reader isn’t going to get your test booklet they do have a copy of the question.

They don’t need you to rewrite it, and you don’t want to take all the time that it’s going

to cost in order to rewrite it.

48. Get to the point – Make sure that you jump right into whatever is the point of your

statement. Give the thesis or the main idea behind what you’re writing off the bat, and

your reader is going to be more likely to give you the points that you want for your

answer.

49. State the intent behind all of your evidence – Explain what your evidence is trying

to do. Explain whether you’re using it to back up your idea or whether it’s being used

as a contrary point. Make sure you express your intent clearly so you can make sure

that your information is clear and understandable.

50. Plan out your answer before you start writing  – Before you even start writing out

your answers you want to make sure you have a good idea of what you’re going to

write and how you’re going to write it. You could make an actual outline, or you could

just jot down some points.

51. Demonstrate a thorough understanding – You need to show that you actually

understand what’s being asked of you and how that information relates to different

situations or to the world. The question is going to ask you to exhibit what you know

about the topic, make sure you delve into it.

52. Use complete sentences – Don’t use bullet points or an outline as your entire

answer. You should have complete sentences and paragraphs that are going to

express what you want to say. These will also help you showcase information about

your evidence.
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53. Know what the question is asking – Make sure you read the question carefully and

that you fully understand what it’s asking you to do. You don’t want to miss out on

points because you thought the question was leaning in one direction and it’s actually

asking you to look at something else entirely.

54. Don’t bother with a 5 paragraph essay  – You don’t need a full 5 paragraph essay,

though, as we mentioned, you will need full sentences and paragraphs. What you

don’t need is the introduction and conclusion that you’ll find with a lot of formal essay

structure.

55. Answer every section of the question – The question is likely going to have multiple

parts so make sure you’re looking at each part of the question and that you’re

answering each of them. Use evidence and information to back up your answer all the

way through.

AP Psychology Test Day Tips

When it comes to test day you want to make sure you have a few things already prepared

and that you’re fully ready for everything that’s going to come. After all, test day is the one

that you’re preparing for and that you’re going through all of this for. You don’t want to

make a mistake when you get all the way to the finish line, right? So, make sure you’re

reading through each of these tips and strategies to keep you ready for that big day.

56. Be prepared before the day – Make sure you have everything you’re going to need

for the day of the test and that it’s fully prepared before you get to that morning. You

want to make sure you have all the information you’re going to need and all the tools

as well.

57. Know what’s allowed and what isn’t – Make sure you know the items you’re allowed

to bring in with you on test day and the things that you need to leave behind. You

don’t want to be kicked out of the test because you brought your smartwatch, for

example.

58. Know when and where to be – Make sure you know where the test is being given,

and you know what time it’s going to start. You want to plan on being there early to

get to your seat and relax a moment before everything starts. Make a test run driving

to the test site at least one day before the test.
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59. Eat right – Eat a good breakfast before you head out to the test so you can make sure

you’re not hungry in the middle of everything. You won’t be able to focus if you’re

concerned about how hungry you are or you’re thinking about when you can get to

that snack you brought along.

60. Take the day off studying – The day before your test you should not be studying at

all. You should be resting and taking a little bit of time to yourself. Studying during this

time can actually be counterintuitive and could cause you to forget more than you

learn of your AP Psychology review test.

61. Relax – Even though this test might be necessary to you it’s also essential that you

relax before you take it. You want to make sure you’re focused on what’s in front of

you, but stressing about it is definitely not going to help you. Taking a few minutes (at

least) to breathe will help you along.

62. Get 8-10 hours of sleep – Getting enough sleep the night before the exam is going to

be an extremely important step because it keeps you focused. When you’re tired,

you’re not going to be able to pay attention to the questions or to make sure you

remember everything right.

63. Schedule it for right after the class – The best time to take your test is going to be

right after you’ve taken the class. That’s when the information is going to be the

freshest, and it’s when you’re going to be most prepared. If you can schedule the exam

for right when the class is done, you’ll have the most information.

Hopefully, each of these 63 tips and strategies are going to make it a whole lot easier for you

to do well on your test. It’s especially important for you to take a look at AP Psychology

review questions and to take the official tests from CollegeBoard to get an idea of what you

can expect. You want to get a great score so you can use it for your university admission. So

make sure you’re looking through this AP Psychology study guide and that you’re putting

them into practice for yourself.
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AP Statistics Tips and Test Taking Strategies

conqueryourexam.com/ap-statistics-tips/

If you’re reading this article, it means that you are looking for sure-fire ways to get a 5 on

your AP Statistics exam.  Never fear, you have come to the right place. In this article, I will

provide you with strategies and tips that are working for students just like you.  In short, if

you want a higher score, you will love this article.

The AP stats exam is not one that should be taken lightly.  In 2018, the average score was

2.88.  There are several topics covered in this exam, and they include exploring data,

sampling & experimentation, predicting patterns and statistical inference. We will give you

tips on these topics and more to aid you in getting the 5 you deserve. This AP Statistics tips

list is designed to help you defeat your exam.  Let’s get started.

If you’re looking for the best AP Statistics review books, read our guide here.

General How to Study for AP Statistics Tips

1. Know how scoring works. Before beginning the exam, make sure that you are

familiar with how scoring works and what each section is worth.  The multiple choice

section is worth fifty percent of your overall score and lasts 1.5 hours.  It is worth 50

points, with 1.25 points for each question with 40 questions total. The second half of

the exam consists of free response questions.  This section includes five short answer

questions and one investigative task.  The first five questions are worth 37.5 points,

and the last investigative task is worth 12.5 points. This question is worth the most on

the exam.

2. Missing a question is not the end of the world. The AP Statistics exam is not

traditional in the grading sense. Getting a question wrong is not as severe of an

offense as expected since the tests are curved.  The same question you may have

missed may be the same one missed by 90 percent of other students.
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3. Familiarize yourself with the AP Statistics exam formula sheet. On the day of the

exam, you will get a list of formulas which is to be used on the AP Statistics exam. 

Look at this list before the exam to familiarize yourself with how everything is labeled

as well as how to use them.  A copy of the formula sheet is found here.

4. Don’t try to memorize everything: It’s impossible for you to know everything that

could be on the AP Stats exam. Don’t waste your time attempting to remember the

whole textbook. Understanding 60% of the material, as well as application, will aid you

in getting a good score.

5. Use YouTube tutorials when needed. If you are struggling with solving a problem

and need examples or a video review of concepts, YouTube is the perfect place to find

answers.  There are several YouTube reviews and tips videos to aid you while

studying. Just searching “AP Statistics” will return a playlist which holds several videos

to assist in your AP stats exam review.

6. Choose a helpful review book. Choosing a good review book is pivotal in your

success on the AP Statistics exam.  Many teachers and students recommend Barron’s

AP Statistics review book.  It includes information as well as a multitude of practice

exams to gauge your progress.  Your AP Statistics review book will be your most

trusted resource when studying for the exam.

7. Create an AP Statistics review packet. This packet should include information on

the items you have found to be the most difficult.  It should consist of sample

problems with explanations and direct reference to resources.

8. Engage and stay consistent. One of the most important things you can do to ensure

you are prepared for your AP stats exam is to participate and stay focused in the

classroom.  This is your yearlong prep course equipped with AP Statistics exam

reviews and AP Statistics exam study guides.

9. Review your notes often. Your class notes can be beneficial when preparing for the

AP statistics exam. Make sure that throughout the year you are reviewing them

frequently to ensure that you are retaining the information.

10. Take an AP statistics practice exam. Nothing is going to prepare you more for the

exam than practice.  Take at least three practice exams when reviewing for the test

and also consistently practice question 6, the investigative task. It will be one of the

hardest problems on the exam.

11. Give yourself time to study. You should not consider your coursework as the only

preparation that you need for you the AP statistics exam.  To ensure that you are

adequately prepared for the exam you should start studying at least one month

before your exam date.

12. Perform the Diagnostics practice test early. The diagnostics practice test will help

you understand what areas you need to practice further.  Take this test first in your

exam preparation journey to have a baseline for gaging performance.
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13. Know how scoring will break down. There are four main topics covered on the AP

Statistics exam.  These include exploring data, sampling & experimentation,

anticipating patterns and statistical inference. Make sure you gage your time based on

the percentage of what will be on the exam.

     Exploring Data:Describing patterns and departures from patterns (20% to 30%)

     Sampling and Experimentation:Planning and conducting a study (10% to 15%)

     Anticipating Patterns:Exploring random phenomena using probability and

simulation (20% to 30%)

     Statistical Inference:Estimating population parameters and testing hypotheses

(30% to 40%)

14. Make sure your calculator is APPROVED: One of the worst things that can happen is

getting to the exam and the proctor letting you know that your calculator is not an

approved model.  Before the day of the exam make sure you check the list provided

by the college-board to ensure your calculator complies with their standards.

15. Know how to use your calculator correctly. For most, you will be using the same

calculator you have used all year.  However, if you are one of the few who forgets

their calculator or chooses to borrow one, make sure you know how to use it. Your

calculator is an integral part of this test.  You should know how to use, with

confidence, the statistics functions that your calculator offers and how to transpose

the answers to match the format on the exam.

16. Know your vocabulary. As much as we think this is a math exam, it is also a test of

vocabulary as well. To get the score, you desire you will need to know quite a few

terms for the exam.  This may include phrases like “random sampling,” “hypothesis,”

or even “skew.”

17. Create flashcards to help you study. These cards can be physical or done via

quizlet.com.  These should include vocabulary as well as sample questions to ensure

that you are adequately retaining the material.

18. Study the AP Statistics material in groups. Forming a study group is a helpful way

to retain material.  Different people process information differently, and it can be

useful for someone else to explain an issue you may be having in a new way.  Starting

a regular study group also keeps you accountable for reviewing and studying the

material.

19. Create a plan for how you will study. For many of you, AP Statistics isn’t your only

AP course.  Therefore, it is vital to ensure that you are spending an adequate amount

of time studying for each class.  Create an AP Statistics study plan which outlines dates,

goals, and material which you would like to have covered by a particular time.  Also,

add in any times for practice exams.

20. Read your Stats textbook and take notes accordingly. Throughout the year you

should be reading your book and creating notes to aid you in studying for the test.  If

you missed a chapter or are just looking for better notes, check out this chapter by

chapter outline.
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21. Make sure that you can differentiate between mean and median. You should also

know the equations for each. The median is simply the median value in the list of all

values arranged from smallest to largest or the average of two middle values. There

are two means which can be taken, this includes the sample mean, and the

population mean.  The formulas for both are as follows: Population mean = μ = ΣX / N

Sample mean = x = Σx / n

22. Review the Type I error, Type II error, and Power concepts in hypothesis testing.

     Type I Error – When it is true, this error rejects the null hypothesis.

Type II Error –When it is false, the null hypothesis is accepted.

Power – The power is equivalent to 1 subtracted from the probability of a Type II error.

This is the probability that the right decision is made.

23. Familiarize yourself with frequency tables and bar charts. Tables and graphs will

be used throughout the AP Statistics exam.  Practice reading and interpreting them to

ensure you are familiar with how to find values as well as how to answer questions

based on the graphs.

24. Know the difference between left and right skew. When distributions have more

observations on one side than the other, the graph is interpreted as being skewed. 

When observations are more substantial on the left side of the chart, they are skewed

right; this also means that the mean will be larger than the median.  When the

observations are more substantial on the right, they are skewed left which also means

that the mean is smaller than the median.

25. Mimic your test environment. When working through practice exams, it may be

helpful to mimic your test environment.  Seclude yourself in a room with no

distractions and time yourself through each portion of the test.  Do this during the

completion of the diagnostic test to thoroughly assess your study needs.

26. Hire a tutor. If you feel as if you won’t be adequately prepared on your own or are

struggling to do well in the AP Statistics course, hire a tutor.  A tutor should be

someone who is exceptional at the material and who has already taken the exam and

achieved a 5.This could also be a potential college freshman.

27. Get a good night’s sleep before the exam. This is the oldest and most common tip

you will receive for any AP exam or general test.  It is imperative to be well rested and

prepared as the exam will last 3 hours.

28. Take breaks while studying. Remember to take breaks while studying to ensure that

you are retaining the material.  When you are frustrated, it’s easy to become

distracted and let your mind wander.  However, remaining focused is critical.  Take

small breaks and look away from the material when feeling flustered to reenergize.
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29. Know how to identify a binomial situation. There are four necessities which must

be present for a chance binomial to occur.  These requirements are listed below.

A set number of trials.

     Each trial has two outcomes. These outcomes should be labeled as failure or

success.

The success probability remains constant on each trial.

Each trial is independent.

AP Statistics Multiple Choice Tips

30. Answer all questions. There is no penalty for guessing. Therefore, if you feel that you

are running out of time and do not have time to entirely give your all to the questions,

pick an answer which you think is the best.

31. Know your z. Knowing z = 1.645 for 90% confidence intervals and z = 1.96 for 95%

confidence intervals will save you a little bit of time.

32. Use other questions as clues when in doubt. If you are stuck on a question or

unsure of a vocabulary term, skim through the other questions for context clues on

what the word means or how to solve the problem.

33. There is no harm in guessing. Do not leave any questions blank.  There is no penalty

for guessing.  Use sound reasoning and the process of elimination to select the best

answer when you are unsure.

34. Pay attention to graphs and charts. When taking the exam and answering any

practice questions make sure that you are carefully reading any charts and the

associated question to ensure you are not being tricked into picking a common

answer instead of the correct one.

35. Highlight important words and phrases. When attempting to answer questions,

highlight essential words or phrases which will help you identify the statistical topic as

well as the answer.

36. Your graphing calculator is a tool, not a crutch. Although you will have a calculator

present, make sure that you are not relying to heavy on the programming from your

calculator.  You should know the material well enough for the calculator to be a helper

and nothing more.

37. Practice with previous AP Statistics Exams . Use previous exams multiple choice

questions as practice problems to ensure you are not only doing questions correctly

but that you are following the format in which items will be in on the exam.
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AP Statistics Free Response Tips

38. Show all your work. Make sure that you are showing all your work.  Also, ensure that

you are subbing numbers into your formulas instead of merely showing the notations.

Show all the steps clearly and accurately. Never copy from your calculator.

39. Know your definitions. Misuse of jargon will result in the deduction of points from

your exam. Be careful about how you are using definitions which can be found in your

textbook.  Examples of misused words include ‘biased,’ ‘normal,’ ‘skewed’ or even

‘blocking.’

40. Describe your graphs or charts with confidence and knowledge. When describing

a graph or chart, there are certain things which should be mentioned.  These items

include

1. Scatterplots: Comment of the shape and direction of the figure. You should

also provide information concerning the strength of the relationship and

patterns or deviation in the data.

2. Residual plot: You should know how this differs from a scatterplot as well as

mentioning the balance of residuals, size, and random distribution.

3. Shape: Do not confuse symmetric with being equally distributed.

41. Watch your notation. When using notations in your answers make sure they are

being used correctly.  It is better to explain what you mean rather than using shortcuts

or notations.  Jumbling the symbols for mean or even x-bar is easy.  Only use symbols

of which you are one hundred percent sure.

42. Practice your free response questions frequently. Put aside some time during a set

interval, weekly or bi-weekly, to practice your free response questions. There are

several questions available on the College Board website with previous FRQs and their

answers.  Use these items to familiarize yourself with the format of the second half of

the AP Stats exam.

43. Frequently practice the investigative question. Number 6 on the AP stats exam is

one of the hardest problems.  It is an investigative task.  This question is meant to be

solved in thirty minutes.  Aside from being the hardest question on the exam, it

requires the most work.  It has several parts and requires the highest skill level. Be

sure to write something for each section as partial credit is given.
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44. Know each question’s worth: There are six questions on the free response portion

of the exam, and some of the scorings may vary.  The investigative task is worth 25%

of your overall free-response score.  One to five account for the other 75% of your

score.  This means they are each worth 15%.

45. What exactly is the “investigative task.”? This question presents you with the

material you haven’t explicitly learned and gages your ability to solve it.  You will be

provided with background information on the problem.  However, you will need to be

able to apply the things you have learned in the past on this question in a new and

different way.

46. Watch your time. Many testers do the questions in numerical order and do not leave

enough time for the last question. Jump around as needed and do not leave any

questions blank.  Make sure you keep up with time to ensure you get all of your

information on the page.

47. Take as many points as you can get. One thing you should never do is leave a

question blank.  There are no point deductions for the wrong answer.  Evaluate the

problem, make your best attempt and provide a reasonable solution. You will still

receive some points for attempting and even more for the work being shown.

48. Hypothesis tests are essential to know.  Make sure that you are aware of how to

test for significance and know when to use z or t statistic, show dof, p values, and

confidence intervals.

49. Explain the reasoning behind your work. Graders are looking to see that you know

what you are talking about and not merely guessing.  If you are asked to choose

between multiple options, make it clear as to why you wanted the answer that you did

and why you did not accept the others.

50. Annotate the questions as needed. On the exam, you should be reading for

understanding.  Try to underline keywords or phrase in the questions to aid you in

reaching a correct answer.

51. Only provide ONE answer. When answering your free response questions never

offer more than one solution.  If you do so, the worse answer will be taken and

graded.  Make sure your answer is clear and labeled.

52. Be as neat as possible. Some problems require a variety of steps to answer. Make

sure that your work is organized and neatly written.  Make it as easy as possible for

your grader to ensure you receive maximum points.

53. Do not overload your answer with jargon. Only use vocabulary words and phrases

of which that you are sure.  Using the biggest or best words will not get you more

points on a question.
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54. Understand hypothesis testing. When asked about the hypothesis test make

sure you can do one or all of the following to ensure maximum points. 

1. Clearly, state the hypotheses. This can be done in words or even symbols.

2. You must choose an accurate inference procedure for the question. You will

then need to verify the conditions for using it.

3. Calculate the P-value and test statistic.

4. State a conclusion which can be linked to your P value.

55. It’s okay to make up a value if you don’t have it. If you are struggling with one

section of a question and it is needed in a later portion, it is okay to make up a value

and keep solving the problem.  However, you should note that you have made up

value.  If you are uncomfortable making up a value, clearly explain the steps you

would take if you did have the value to solve the problem.

56. Labeling your answers is essential. Although marking your overall work is

necessary, it is just as needed to label the axis of your graphs.  Do not merely copy

from your calculator screen.  Labeling proves that you know what you are looking for

and how to arrive at it.

57. Know why you are using a specific formula. Never guess when using a specified

formula.  To ensure you are doing the correct steps, make sure you know exactly why

you are using a given formula.

58. Space is not reflective of the length of your answer. The amount of given area in

the free-response section of the exam does not directly correlate to the amount you

should be writing.  Instead, you should be writing just enough to answer the question

and provide any justification needed entirely.

59. Make sure that you are following all given directions. If your question tells you to

“justify” or “explain” an item, make sure that you are as specific as possible. You

should also provide examples when able.

Tips from AP Statistics Teachers

60. Start with the investigative portion. When beginning the free response part of the

test starts with the investigative task.  It is worth a sizable percentage of the part 2

score and should take at least 30 minutes to answers.  The other questions are less

complicated to answer and can be done after completion.
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61. Practice investigative questions from the past. Due to the nature of the

investigative task or number 6 of the FRQS, it should be practiced often.  This question

is meant to test your in-depth knowledge

62. Check out the list of essential Concepts to know. Click here for a teacher made the

AP Statistics exam review sheet to see essential concepts which are not on the AP Stats

formula sheet.

63. Do not use calculator jargon on the exam. Do not use expressions from your

calculator when completing your answers. You should be using the terminology which

is prevalent in your AP Statistics review book and textbook.  You should also not be

writing calculator directions when showing your work.

64. Question 1 is the easiest, gage your time accordingly. After you have completed

item 6, knock out question one as it is one of the easier FRQ questions.

65. Be careful when rounding your answers. If you begin rounding your answers too

soon on step by step problems, your final solution could be wrong.

Tips from Past AP Statistics Students

66. Make a calendar or a schedule for when to study. Use the calendar to gauge the

time left until your exam as well as often you should be studying.  Prioritize the exams

you are most concerned with passing or on which you want to perform the best.  For

example, if you plan on majoring in mathematics, your AP Art exam should not take up

the most time on your schedule.

67. Immerse yourself in the material a few days before your exam. If you have the

time, spend at least 3-4 days before your AP Statistics exam only studying for that

subject.  This way the material is fresh and the main thing on your mind.

68. Read the AP FRQ responses that receive the highest amounts of points. The

college board site offers exam answer keys and sample student responses from

previous years.  Make sure that as you are practicing your responses, you are

reviewing the responses that received the highest points in preparation for what to

expect and what the graders are looking for.

69. Review Chi-Square Distribution. Make sure that you know how and when to use the

Chi-Square Test for Independence, Chi-Square Goodness of Fit Test and chi-square

test of homogeneity.
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70. Spend some time reviewing confidence intervals. Confidence intervals are used to

define the total of uncertainty connected with a sample estimate of a population.  To

correctly show a confidence interval, you will need three pieces of information.  This

information includes the level of confidence, the margin of error and the sample

statistic.

71. Take advantage of your resources. Outside of your textbook and the AP exam

review book, there are many resources available to you. These include YouTube,

KhanAcademy, teacher resources and so much more.  Forums for students taking AP

Statistics can also be an excellent resource for interacting with students who have

taken the exam in the past or who are in the same boat as you.

Although this AP Stats list provides a multitude of tips and strategies for getting a five on

your AP Statistics exam, the most important thing you can do is get a head start on your

studying.  It is vital that you understand how to apply many concepts and topics within AP

Statistics and explain them with sound reasoning. That level of understanding does not

come overnight.

It’s important to remember that although this is a math course, its not all about math.  AP

Statistics is a course which aids you in analyzing and synthesizing a variety of data. Although

exam season can be overwhelming, this list should not only assist you in what to study but

how to review as well for the AP Statistics exam.
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AP US Government Tips and Test Taking Strategies

conqueryourexam.com/ap-us-government-tips/

If you’re planning on taking the AP US government test you want to make sure that you’re

paying close attention to all the tips you can find. These AP US government tips and test-

taking strategies should all help you in the process. We’re going to look at what it will take to

help you get a 5.

You want to make sure that you’re getting the best score you possibly can with this test

because you want to get the credit from a college or university. You definitely don’t want to

be taking these super hard classes only to not get credit for the work you’ve put in when it

comes down to it.

In this AP government study guide we’re going to focus on some tips and some areas that

people who have taken the test say are going to be the most important. These are areas

where you’re going to want to study, specific ways you’ll want to study and what you’ll want

to do when it comes to test day.

CollegeBoard is responsible for the test itself, and there will be qualified proctors that

administer the test as well as readers who are responsible for the grading process. Each of

these individuals will be responsible for the overall score that you get on your test and

determining whether your answers are accurate or not.

If you’re using this AP gov exam review, you’re hopefully going to have a bit of a leg up when

it comes to test time. We’ll go over some of the more general tips you’ll need to know for

studying and test day, and we’ll also go over some of the specific things you need to know

for the multiple choice section and the free response section.

Let’s take a closer look at each of the strategies that we’ve found in our AP government

review packet so you can hopefully do great on your test.

If you’re looking for additional resources, check out our guide to the best AP US

Government review books here.
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General How to Study for AP US Government Tips

First, we’re going to take a look at some of the general tips that you’re definitely going to

need to know for your AP gov review. These are things that are going to help you in

preparing so you can make sure that you have the right topics down and that you’re going

through the process in the best way possible. Whether you’re taking a closer look at your AP

government course description or taking an AP gov practice test, these are important steps.

1. Know your vocab – First up, there’s a whole lot of vocab to this topic and you’re

definitely going to want to know it. Make sure you go through flash cards or just read

through your vocab frequently to memorize it.

2. Keep track of time – Your time is likely going to feel short so make sure you’re

keeping track of how much you have left at all times. You don’t want to run out before

you get through all the questions.

3. Memorize key terms – Some of the key terms that appear in each section of your

book are definitely going to be important. Memorizing these is going to be the only

way you can keep them straight.

4. Use CollegeBoard practice questions – CollegeBoard is responsible for actually

making the test so use their practice questions. They definitely know best what’s going

to be on the test and practicing these questions will help you prepare for your test.

5. Watch videos – There are plenty of study videos out there that you can and definitely

should take a closer look at. They’ll help you understand more about what the test will

cover and even about the different parts of the class that you should know.

6. Read the text – Go back through and read your AP US government and politics

textbook, paying close attention to the specific events and people that are most

important. Don’t forget to take a closer look at key terms and vocab as well.

7. Know the areas you aren’t familiar with – Pay close attention to what you don’t

know. You want to work on these areas the most because they’re the ones that are

going to make the biggest difference on test day.

8. Time yourself – When you take a practice test make sure that you’re actually timing

yourself to make sure that you aren’t taking too long on each of the questions. You

want to make sure you’re going to finish everything in time on the day of the test.

9. Cut your time short – Set a timer when you’re working on practice tests and set it for

slightly less than the amount of time you actually have. This will help you get done

more quickly so you can be sure you don’t run out of time the day of.

10. Take breaks in your study periods – Don’t sit down and study for 10 hours straight

because all you’re going to do is wear yourself out. Instead, make sure that you take at

least a few breaks along the way. Usually 10 minutes for each hour is a good standard.

11. Consider the value – Not all of the questions on your test are weighted the same.

The multiple choice questions are going to be worth less because the entire set is

worth 50% of your grade whereas your free response questions are also 50% of your

grade and you only have 4.
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12. Take practice tests – Don’t ignore the opportunity that comes in the form of practice

tests. The official ap us government practice test is going to give you a good idea of

what you can expect on test day, especially if you do them under the time restrictions.

13. Make flash cards – Flashcards can be used to remember anything from vocab to

people, places, and dates. Make sure you create flashcards for the specific things that

you have trouble remembering and keep them with you all the time.

14. Know what’s actually going to be tested  – Look up the specific topics that are going

to be tested and only study those. You don’t need to worry about areas that aren’t

even going to be looked at.

15. Start studying early on – The earlier you start studying for your test the less you’re

going to have to cram at the last minute. You’ll be able to work your way through the

different sections more slowly.

16. Study gradually – If you’re trying to cram too much you’re not going to remember

most of it or you’re going to struggle to actually pay attention. If you’re gradually

working your way up to studying more and more you’ll be better prepared.

17. Use study books – Study books and guides are going to give you the basic

information that you need when it comes to specific topics and areas of concern. Plus

you’ll have practice questions and tests.

18. Study during your course – If you’re still taking the course this is the best time for

you to be studying. Make sure you’re paying attention in class and taking notes on

concepts and specific events.

19. Set a study schedule  – Having a study schedule will make sure that you’re actually

sitting down and getting the studying done. You definitely can’t afford to miss out on

anything.

20. Try different techniques – There are all kinds of different study methods and

techniques that you could try and you want to try out any and all of them. Work on

different methods until you find something that seems to work out best for you. That’s

where you’ll remember the most.

21. Get a tutor – A tutor isn’t for everyone, but in this section a tutor can actually be a

whole lot of help. They may be able to help you get through areas you can’t remember

or just don’t understand on your own. They also focus on what you need rather than

on a general outline or overview.

22. Create outlines for chapters  – Creating an outline for each chapter is going to make

it easier for you to remember the highlights and the key points. Make sure to write out

specific events and important people. When you look at your outlines you’ll have a

better idea of what you need to work on.

23. Make your own notes – There are plenty of notes out there that you can take a look

at or try to use when you’re studying but your own notes are going to be the best way

to go. You know what you need to practice best and you know how you learn best as

well.
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24. Use mnemonics to memorize information – You can create your own mnemonics

and often they can be extremely simple and the best way to memorize some of the

information you need, like legislation and even presidents.

AP US Government Multiple Choice Tips

The first part of the test is going to be the multiple choice section, which consists of 55

questions. You’ll have a total of 80 minutes to answer all of these questions, which means

you have more than one minute per question and this part counts for 50% of your total

score. Make sure you’re paying close attention here and that you’re getting through all of

the questions one way or another.

25. Know what the question is asking – The first thing is to pay attention to what the

question is asking. If you don’t know what it’s asking or if you assume you could end

up choosing the wrong answer when you know the right one.

26. Eliminate answers that are wrong – If you read through the question and the

answers and aren’t sure of the answer the first thing to do is eliminate any that are

absolutely wrong.

27. Don’t pick the longest answer – Of course, sometimes the longest answer might be

the correct one but don’t pick it just because it’s the longest answer. Instead, look at

all of the answers and choose the one that seems to fit the question best. This could

actually be the shortest or simplest answer.

28. Create your own study questions – When you’re studying for this section of the

exam take a look through your book. Come up with several study questions for each

chapter that relate to the most essential information and then work on the answers.

29. Keep track of your answer sheet – If you do jump around on the questions, you

need to make absolutely sure you pay attention to your answer sheet. Make sure that

you are matching up the question you’re trying to answer with the right bubbles on

the answer sheet, or you could end up with wrong answers that you actually knew.

30. Look for the best answer – Don’t jump immediately on the first answer that’s correct.

Instead, look at all the answers and choose the best one. It’s possible that more than

one of the answers will be right, but one is going to be best.

31. Eliminate answers that are not 100% right – If you’re not confident what the answer

is you should immediately eliminate any answers that are not 100% correct. If they’re

not 100% correct, then they are not the right answer.
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32. Answer the question before you read the answers – This might sound strange but

when you read the question try to come up with the solution before you read the

options. Don’t take too long at this, but if you know the answer before you read them,

you can pick that choice and move on fast.

33. Read every word – Sometimes one word will eliminate an answer and if you’re not

totally sure about what the correct answer is that’s where you’re going to start

narrowing things down.

34. Answer easy questions first – Skim over all of the questions and find the ones that

you already know. These are the questions that you should be answering first, so you

have more time for the rest.

35. The questions are weighted equally – When it comes to the multiple choice

questions every one of them has the same weight. So if you manage to evaluate 50

questions thoroughly, it’s going to be better than if you answer the ten really hard

ones and then guess at others.

36. Watch for ‘all of the above’ – You may actually find questions that give you this as

one of the options, and it’s actually likely that this is going to be the answer if it’s one

of the options that you’re given.

37. Make a note of vocab you don’t know – When you’re studying you should

immediately note down any vocab that you don’t know. That way, you’re going to have

a reference of what you should be studying next.

38. No points taken off for incorrect answers – You won’t lose points for an incorrect

answer so make sure you’re at least writing something down. Use the points we

already mentioned to figure out how to answer.

39. Study graphs or charts carefully – If you’re given any type of graphics including

graphs and charts make sure that you study it carefully. Assume anything on the

graph is true and make sure you understand it.

40. Keep track of what the questions are about – Most questions in this section are

going to focus on relevance and significance and relationship between things so keep

this in mind when you answer.

41. Trust yourself – If you think you know the answer and you think one of the answers

just sounds right or feels right then go for it. Don’t second-guess yourself when you’re

in the middle of the test.

AP US Government Free Response Question Tips
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When it comes to the AP government FRQ section, you’re going to have four questions with

a total of 100 minutes to answer them. This means you’re going to have approximately 25

minutes per question, which should be more than enough for you to get your thoughts and

ideas out there. This section also counts for 50% of your total score.

42. Think about the topic before you write  – Before you write anything down make

sure you think about what the topic of the prompt is and what the topic of your

response is going to be.

43. Make notes before you write – Make some quick notes about what you want to write

before you actually start to write anything. This is where you’re going to figure out the

basics of what you’re trying to say.

44. Answer each part of the question – These questions are going to have multiple parts

so make sure that you look at each one and that you actually answer each one so you

can get the full credit.

45. No five-paragraph essay required – You do not need a full essay with an

introduction, a body, and a conclusion. You can get by with a much shorter response

to the prompt.

46. Include only what’s needed – Don’t go overboard trying to add on a lot of

information just to hopefully get what you need. Instead, try to focus your answer and

give only the information that’s actually needed to get your message across.

47. Show that you understand – The most important part of the process is showing that

you understand what the material says and what it means. If you can prove this you’re

going to have a better chance of getting points on these free response questions.

48. Use old FRQ’s – Studying old versions and old prompts from the official site

(CollegeBoard) is going to give you the best possible resource. You’ll be able to see

sample responses as well that show you what they’re looking for.

49. Use similar vocabulary – When you answer a question make sure you repeat similar

vocabulary back in your own response. This shows you read and actually understand

the question.

50. Stick to the proper terms – If you don’t know how to use a term properly or you’re

not sure it’s the right term just avoid it. You’re better off explaining out what you

mean than misusing a term. You could lose points if you’re not careful.

51. Know your current events – Before you walk into the test, you should have a good

understanding of current events. You don’t need to be up to date on everything, but

being able to use current examples will help you.

52. Know your presidents – Make sure you have a good understanding of the presidents

and something that they accomplished or were known for during their presidency.

This is going to help you with examples and explanations.

53. Know your legislation – Legislation is another area that you should spend a lot of

time and really focus on. This could definitely be a big part of your free response

prompt.
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54. Use specific examples – Using specific examples is going to help the reader to know

that you know what you’re talking about. It’s going to show that you understand the

purpose of the prompt itself.

55. Use more than one example – If you are asked to provide an example provide more

than one. You won’t be penalized for extra information but using multiple examples

could give you the points in case you made a mistake with one.

56. Practice essay writing – Before you get to test day you should know how to write an

essay. Keep in mind that it doesn’t need to be a full 5-paragraph essay, but it should

still be easy to read and understand.

57. Review old rubrics for grading  – Look at what the old rubrics say were the grading

scale for FRQ’s. You may be able to get a better understanding of what could be

graded on your test.

58. Choose a topic you’re comfortable with  – You will have some flexibility on what you

write here, and you may have some flexibility in how you choose what questions to

answer. Choose a topic you feel comfortable about and a view that you can easily

defend.

59. Label multi-part answers – When you write out the answers to a multi-part test

make sure that you’re labeling where each portion of the answer actually is. This will

make it easier for the reader to find.

60. Make sure to describe and explain as asked – Some questions may ask you to

describe or explain your answer. Make sure that you do so or you will miss out on

points.

61. Explain your evidence – If you’re using any kind of evidence or facts you want to

explain why you’re using them. Point out that they back up your point or use them as a

counterpoint. Just make sure you express what they’re actually doing for your essay.

62. Write the question back – Use the question as a jumping off point and parrot back

the first part of the question as the first part of your answer. This helps you to stay

more focused while you’re answering.

63. Answer parts of the question you know first – If you don’t know all of the parts of

the question right away, you can start out by answering only the parts of the question

that you already know.

64. Mark each question – The different parts of a question may not always be spelled out

easily so as you’re reading mark each part of what you’re being asked. Pay attention to

how many different questions you need to answer and underline or circle each to

make sure you answer it.

65. You can add notes and arrows – If you need to add in additional sections or if you

need to rearrange things you can add notes or arrows in other sections and they will

be read.
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66. Start with the easiest one – Take a few minutes to scan through the different free

response questions that are in the test and start with the ones that you know the

best. Once you’ve completed the one you know the best move to the one you know

second-best and so on. Do the one you know the least about last, so you don’t waste

time.

67. Pay attention to all of the actions required – Look at the verbs that are included in

the question. These are the things that you’re being asked to do, and you need to

make sure that you’re addressing each one of them when you write out your

response. Don’t skip over an action verb.

68. Focus on the facts – Don’t get caught up in your own personal opinions. Instead,

focus on the specific facts that are related to the question at hand and use those to

create your answer. Your opinions won’t earn you points.

AP US Government Test Day Tips

It’s essential that you’re fully prepared when it comes to test day. You definitely don’t want

to wake up the morning of and realize that you have no idea what you’re doing and that

you’re not prepared for the day. By following each of these tips, you’re going to be better

prepared for what needs to be done.

69. Know what’s allowed – Know what you’re allowed to have and what you aren’t. Make

sure that you leave anything you aren’t supposed to have in a vehicle or at home that

day.

70. Get there early – You should definitely be early for your test so you have plenty of

time to park, find a seat and then relax for a few minutes before the test begins so you

can recharge.

71. Practice the drive – You should practice driving from your home (or wherever you’re

leaving from) and driving directly to the exam site the day before (or a few days

before) the exam. Make sure you know how long it will take to get there, especially if

you’re traveling over tracks or a bridge or in bad weather.

72. Have everything you need – Make sure you have all of the things that you need for

the day, including things like pens and pencils, sharpeners and anything else that’s

approved for test day.

73. Get plenty of sleep – Make sure you sleep well the night before your test and for

several days before that as well. Getting plenty of sleep is going to help you focus and

feel more well rested.
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74. Eat a good breakfast – Eating a good breakfast will make sure that you’re energized

and that you’re not going to be distracted by your hunger.

75. Relax the day before – The day before the test is not a good day to actually be

studying. At this point, you should be resting and making sure you’re prepared for the

next day.

76. Stick to a normal routine – The morning of your test make sure you’re trying to stick

to your normal routine as much as possible. You don’t want to get a lot of coffee or

take medications or anything that’s going to possibly throw you off your normal.

77. Make the most of breaks – You’ll have several breaks throughout the test period.

Make sure that you’re using them and that you’re relaxing on each break rather than

stressing about the next section or the last one.

78. Know where and when to be – Before test day make sure that you are checking out

where you’re supposed to be and when you need to be there. That way you’re going to

be fully prepared for the day of the test, and you’ll be able to relax.

79. Have good erasers – This is actually an extremely important tip because if you aren’t

able to erase an answer bubble all the way you could end up with an incorrect answer.

You need erasers that are going to clear an answer you decide to change completely.

Hopefully, each of these tips is going to make it easier for you to prepare for your test and

take your test when the day comes. You’re hopefully going to be better prepared for the

day, and you’ll be able to focus on answer the questions and actually knowing the answers.

Studying areas like presidents, events, legislation, and vocab are definitely going to help you.

Using old questions to study, using your AP government and politics textbook and making

sure that when you get there you actually answer every part of the question is also going to

be very important. Take a little bit of time to look over these tips and then make sure you

put them into practice when the day comes.
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AP US History Tips and Test Taking Strategies

conqueryourexam.com/ap-us-history-tips/

Throughout this post, we’re going to help you understand AP US History tips and test-taking

strategies so you can get a high score on your test. We’ll talk about the different sections

that include the multiple choice section, document-based questions, and long and short

essay questions. For those who really want to know how to get a 5 on AP US History, this is a

guide you’ll want to look at closely.

If you’ve been taking AP courses then you definitely want to get credit for all those things

that you’ve done and learned, right? And that’s where this guide is going to help you focus a

little more and figure out how to get a 5 on AP US History.

The College Board hosts AP tests, and they, in general, look at how well you understand the

material that you’ve learned throughout the class. Whether you’ve mastered the material or

not is then used by colleges to determine if you should be able to avoid taking specific

courses once you get there.

Of course, there are different qualifications and rules when it comes to what each college

thinks of as a good score or a score adequate enough to get you out of retaking the course.

For most, you’ll need at least a 4 or a 5. So, let’s see what some of the best tips and tricks

are.

You’ll find that how to get a 5 on APUSH is actually not as difficult as you might have thought

if you know how to get the right advice from students, teachers and other resources. We’ll

take a closer look with this AP US History review.

If you’re looking for the best AP US History review books, check out our comprehensive

guide here.

General How to Study for AP US History Tips
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When it comes to your general studying for how to get a 5 on the APUSH exam, you want to

make sure you look at things like note taking and reviewing the material. Some of this may

seem obvious, but that doesn’t mean you should skip over it. Sometimes, it’s the obvious

things that we forget about. The overall test is 3 hours and 15 minutes and covers 3 sections

total. This includes the multiple choice and essay section, with short essay, long essay, and

document-based questions with different APUSH themes.

1. Slow down and take it one chapter and one period at a time. When you’re figuring

out how to study for AP US History, you want to make sure you take things slowly.

That means not getting too caught up in just reading the text but slowly evaluating

each chapter and each time period, one at a time. That way, you can make sure you’re

not missing out on any of the critical information of what happened in each portion of

history that might be covered on the exam.

2. Take active, structured notes. Taking notes is essential, but you want to be very

careful about how you take the notes so you can make sure that you’re paying

attention while you write. It can be straightforward to just copy information without

paying attention to what you’re doing at the time. Your notes should also be highly

structured so you can quickly locate the information and know when and how it all

took place.

3. Have physical copies of your notes. Physical copies of your notes are great because

you can evaluate them as a whole. Digital copies are starting to be more popular, but

you can’t have them with you in some places, which can make it challenging to study

whenever and wherever you have the time. Physical copies also make it easier to

analyze your notes and highlight, like in the next point.

4. Highlight key terms in your notes. Key words, key events, and key people are

extremely important, so make sure you’re highlighting these sections so you can make

sure that you know where to go back to at a later time. These will generally be the

most critical points and the ones that questions will focus on. Highlighting makes sure

that when you do study, you can skim through and quickly pick out what you need to

know.

5. Check note sites to make sure you have the most critical information. You should

use note sites to double check your own notes and make sure you’ve captured the full

information, not as a replacement for taking your own notes. This tip is brought to us

by a YouTube video from Luke Sauls, so make sure you check it out for even more

great tips for this exam.

6. A combination of notes, online studying and videos will prepare you best.  If

you’re really looking to nail down a little of everything your best bet is to cover three

different areas, your notes, online study prep, and videos. These three things together

are going to give you the all-around knowledge that you need in order to understand

what’s going to be on the test.
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7. Grammar, sentence structure, and dictation do not matter. This is a US history

test, so mostly the people grading it are concerned with whether or not you know the

information, not whether or not you know where to put a comma. So, if you’re rushing

along and forget a little of your sentence structure information, that’s not going to be a

problem, and it’s not going to cost you any points. For this and other tips, you can also

check out Josh Beasley for more information.

8. Take an APUSH practice test.  Practice tests are going to help you out a lot because

they’re going to prepare you for what the actual questions look like. If you follow the

time limitations, also they’re going to help you anticipate how to manage your time

better as well. All of this together is going to make sure you know what to expect, and

you’re not totally blindsided when you get into the room.

9. Review questions and answers from College Board. This is a tip that comes straight

from Stella, and it’s definitely something to keep in mind. College Board is the

company that puts out the official test so studying their sample questions and

answers is going to give you a better idea of what they’re actually looking for when you

take your own test.

10. Focus mainly on the thematic elements and how things are connected.  You will

find that most of the information you actually need to know for how to study for

APUSH, is based around how different events, people, situations and more are

connected to each other and the overall theme of those things. This means you don’t

need to read as much for the specific little details. You can get a whole lot further by

taking more time with more critical points.

11. Make sure you understand the information rather than just memorizing it. You

aren’t going to be able just to regurgitate information on this test. You’re going to have

to exhibit how well you actually understand it, and that means you need to do more

than just memorize a whole bunch of facts. You need to review those facts, but

understanding how they relate to the greater whole is going to be more critical when it

comes down to it.

AP US History Multiple Choice Tips

When it comes to the multiple choice, if you want to know how to pass AP US History it

starts with understanding this section. It’s a total of 55 questions, and you get 55 minutes to

answer them, which means you have only 1 minute per question. It’s also worth 40% of your
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score, which is the highest single percentage of all of these sections. You’ll get a stimulus

that you’ll have to answer questions about.

12. Read the questions before you read the passage. If you read the questions before

you read the passage, you’re going to have a much better understanding of what

you’re looking for. This could actually help you take up less time with the multiple

choice section because as you read, you can easily pull out the essential points that

you need, rather than reading and having to go back again.

13. Read the question thoroughly. It’s easy to miss words or miss the meaning of the

question if you don’t read carefully. Missing a ‘not’ or ‘always’ in the question could

entirely change the meaning of it, as could plenty of other words. That means you

need to make sure you’re looking at each individual word and not getting too carried

away with being quick about your answers. The right answer to the question read

incorrectly may be one of the options.

14. Don’t leave any questions blank. You should never leave a question blank on the

multiple choice test. There is absolutely no penalty for getting an answer wrong, so

even if you make a complete guess and you have no way of narrowing down the

possible answers (we’ll get to that in a minute) you still have a 25% chance of getting it

right. If you don’t answer it, you have a 0% chance of getting it right. Sounds pretty

simple, right?

15. Read the passage thoroughly. Make sure you read the passage all the way through

and that you’re thorough about what you find. Just like with the questions, you don’t

want to miss an important point or something that changes the entire meaning of the

passage or a line. You want to make sure you carefully analyze the information you’re

given.

16. Start with the questions you know. Take a few minutes to scan through the

questions to see if there are any that you already know the answer to. Make sure you

trust your gut but don’t guess at this stage of the game. Answering questions you

already know will save you time as you move forward; however, it’s not going to help

you figure out how to ace APUSH.

17. Just because an answer is factual does not mean it’s the correct one for the

question at hand. Keep in mind that more than one answer may actually be factual,

but that doesn’t mean that it has anything to do with the question. Read through the

question carefully and then read through the answers. If you’re tempted by an answer

make sure that it answers the question and not that it’s just a true statement.

18. Eliminate incorrect answers first. If you’re not sure about the answer to a question

the first thing you should do is eliminate all of the answers you know for sure are

wrong. Usually, you’ll be able to eliminate at least one answer from the running and

often you can eliminate at least two. That means you’ve already improved your

chances from 25% to 50%, and that’s definitely worth it.
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19. Choose the best answer, not just the right answer. Multiple answers may be

correct for the question. You want to choose the one that fits best. Keep this in mind

when you’re reading through your questions and answers. Just because one answer is

correct doesn’t mean it’s the only one. Read all of the answers and see which one

gives the best result.

AP US History Short Answer Tips

The short answer section is a total of 4 questions that you get 50 minutes to answer. This

comes down to about 12 minutes per question and the section counts for 20% of your total

score toward how to get a 5 on APUSH. There are generally multiple parts to answer, and

they may refer to pictures, graphs or passages. Figuring out how to prepare for AP US

History exam starts with understanding the essays.

20. If you’re not confident on each part to the question answer in a paragraph.  You

have to answer every part of the question, so if you’re not positive about one or more

just start writing a paragraph, beginning with the part you do know. From there, you

may find that the rest of the answer comes to you and you can add in the rest of the

information as you go.

21. If you’re confident on each part to the question answer sections separately.  If

you know all of the answers to each part of the question you can answer each section

individually. This may allow you to write less than with a paragraph and also makes it

easier for whoever is grading the test to see that you have a complete understanding

of the information you gave.

22. One piece of information is usually enough to answer each section of the

question. Often, all you’re going to need is one short piece of information to answer

each of the parts. Don’t fill in a bunch of unnecessary information when you can

explain it with something short and simple. This only takes up more of the time that

you have available.

23. You don’t need an essay, so be brief. This is a short answer section, which means

you do not need to write an essay. You can and should be brief because this will give

you more time for the next question.
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24. Manage your time effectively. Remember that you have 4 questions to answer total.

This means that you need to hold enough time in reserve for you to get through all of

them. Managing your time effectively is the best way to make sure you can at least

have a little time to answer each of the questions and may mean you have to skip

around between the questions.

25. Answer every piece of the multi-part question. Read the question carefully, and

then make sure that you answer every part of the question. It will generally have

several parts, so don’t miss even one section or you’ll get marked down when it comes

to the final grading process.

AP US History DBQ Essay Tips

A DBQ essay is a document based question, and for those figuring out how to study for

APUSH exam, it’s one of the hardest ones. You’ll have only 1 of these, and you’ll get a total

of 55 minutes to answer it, but this includes a 15 minute reading period. During the reading

period, you are not allowed to write your essay during this time, so it’s a good time to read

carefully and make a plan. It also counts for 25% of your total score.

26. Use outside knowledge. You are required to use information from the documents

that are provided, but you are also required to use some outside knowledge. That

means information that you already knew and brought into the test with you from

your APUSH notes and other AP US History resources. This is where your studying is

going to come in and the information that you’ve been reviewing.

27. Points are taken off only if the errors detract from the argument.  If you have

errors in your response, you will only lose points for those if they detract from the

case that you are trying to make. If you use incorrect statistics or facts to back up your

argument, these will take away from your point, but tangential comments will not.

Make sure you pay attention to what you’re writing but don’t get too concerned

otherwise.

28. You don’t need to use every document you’re given. There will be a set number of

documents that you are required to use in your essay. Generally, this is 6 out of 7

total. This means you do not need to find points in every piece of information that you

are given and you can choose which ones fit your argument the best and use only

those.
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29. Use only the number of documents you need to. It may seem like a good idea to

use all of the documents, but actually, this can take up too much time and may

require you to make a stretch where you don’t need to. Using only the number of

documents that you need will make sure that you’re moving on through your essay

and that you get it completed within the amount of time you are given.

30. Practice DBQs ahead of time. Practicing these types of questions beforehand is

going to be extremely important, as they will usually be the hardest part of the entire

exam. By practicing early on, you’ll be able to get a better understanding of the time

constraints as well as what it actually takes to use the documents effectively to make

an argument.

31. Focus on the areas that count. There are specific areas that are counted when it

comes to your DBQ, so make sure that you’re paying attention to these. They include

thesis and argument development, document analysis, using outside evidence and

contextualization, and synthesis. Once you’ve covered these areas, you’ll be able to get

the points you need for your DBQ. Don’t spend too much time on expanding and

adding outside of these aspects. They’re not necessary.

AP US History Long Essay Tips

The final section of the APUSH redesign is the long essay. This is another single question

section that gives you 35 minutes to answer. It also counts for the least amount of your

score at only 15%. This is still an essential part of the test, however, and a low score here

can make it difficult to get a 5 overall on the full test, so make sure you know how to

prepare for AP US History.

32. Brush up on your basic knowledge. There’s no background information provided

here, which means you’re going to need to have a foundation on your own. This is

another area where you’re going to use the information that you studied about

specific events, individuals and a whole lot more. You’ll need to be fully prepared with

background information to make sure you can support your point.

33. Have a thesis. You aren’t required to write a standard 5 paragraph essay, but your

essay should have some type of point or thesis. You want to make sure that your

thesis is explicitly stated and that it’s clear to whoever is reading it. That’s how you’re

going to get the points you need and how you’re going to back yourself up with

arguments accurately.
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34. Focus on how things are connected.  It’s not enough just to state specific things as

facts. You also have to explain and show how each of them is connected so you can

push your viewpoint forward. If you don’t know how to connect them you’re going to

lose points in this area.

35. Use PERSIA to support your position. When it comes to defending the points, you’re

trying to make, and especially your thesis, there are six specific areas that you should

focus on. These include political, economic, religious, social, intellectual and artistic

aspects. Each one can help you with connecting different points and facts.

36. Break it down. Read through the question carefully and break down what it’s asking.

This is going to help you answer each part of the question, and it’s going to make sure

that you don’t miss out on something because you’re trying to answer one part of the

question and completely missed reading the other portion.

37. Read the question to know what’s being asked specifically. If you misread a

question, it could mean that your entire essay is miswritten and that means you’re

going to lose a lot of points. By reading the question carefully, you’re going to know

exactly what’s being asked. If you read through the question and aren’t sure what

you’re being asked then reread it until you do.

38. Study previous responses to long essay questions. Looking at previous answers

that scored well on this type of question is going to make it easier for you to do the

same. Look at the way that the question was worded and the way that the writer

answered that question. There may even be pointers and further information included

with sample answers so you can see why it was scored a certain way.

AP US History Test Day Tips

There are always things you should be doing the day of a test to make sure you set yourself

up for success. Each of these tips may seem obvious (while some might seem

counterintuitive), but they’re going to be important. Make sure you prepare for test day the

right way, just like you would prepare for any other important day in your life.

39. Eat a good meal. Having a good meal before you go to take a test is always going to

be important. You’re not going to be focused if you’re hungry, which is what’s going to

happen if you skip a meal or if you don’t eat something at least reasonably healthy.

For those who feel nervous or even ill before a test, it’s still crucial that you eat

something, even if it’s small because you’ll start to feel hungry in the middle of the

test, distracting you from what you’re doing.
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40. Don’t study. It may seem counterintuitive to say not to study on the day of the test,

but even the day before the test you shouldn’t study. You’ve already spent a whole lot

of time (possibly months or more) studying for this test, so everything you are possibly

going to know you already do. If you spend even more time studying it’s only going to

stress you out, and it could actually cause you to forget more than it helps you learn.

You shouldn’t be looking up how to study for the APUSH exam the night before,

because you should be resting.

41. Get a good night’s sleep. Getting plenty of rest is like getting a good meal. You aren’t

going to be focused if you’re tired. And if you find yourself dozing in the middle of the

test or if you find yourself struggling to have enough energy to keep going it’s

definitely going to mean getting things wrong or making mistakes that you wouldn’t

otherwise have made. That’s not worth it for anything.

42. Bring everything you need. Make sure you review the information about what you

can and can’t bring with you. Also, make sure you know what you’re required to have,

like pens and pencils, an eraser, pencil sharpener and anything else. If you bring in

materials that aren’t allowed you could be disqualified from the test. If you don’t bring

materials that are required, you may be unable to take the test anyway. Review these

lists and notes the day before and again the morning off to make sure you’re

prepared.

43. Know when and where to be. You should know precisely where your test is taking

place, including the address of the building and the room number. You should also

know precisely when the test starts and when the doors open for you to arrive. If you

can, try to arrive as close to the time the doors open as possible. If you are late, you

won’t be allowed into the exam room, and you’ll be unable to take the test. Being early

means you’ll have time to find a seat, settle in and relax before it’s time to start the

exam, that’s how to succeed in APUSH.

Recommended AP US History Review Videos and Resources

There are some great resources out there that can definitely help you along your journey to

getting that elusive 5 on your test. While all of the tips and tactics we’ve talked about are

going to push you forward, these are great resources for you to get a little bit more

information and continue expanding your test-taking skills and even your specific

understanding of this AP test.
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44. Gilder Lehrman site. If you’re looking for an in-depth version of the different periods

throughout US history, each of which is covered in your AP US History class, then you

can check out this site. It actually provides a video for each period and talks about the

important things that happened during that period as well as providing you with study

guides for each. Overall, it gives you the information you need to get started on

studying or possibly brush up on areas that you’re not as familiar with.

45. Barron’s AP US History . This book is a complete guide to the subject and will provide

you with a whole lot of information that’s also covered in your textbook. It’s designed

to be a supplement and to make sure that you’ve fully grasped any and all of the

crucial points. On top of that, it comes with a couple of practice tests so you can try

them out and see how well you do. Some even come with online access and additional

test prep.

46. Check out Adam Norris Videos.  These are10-15 minute videos that concisely explain

specific events and periods covered in AP US History and serve as an excellent AP US

History study guide. They’re super simple, but they still give you a whole lot of

information. In fact, they’re some of the most popular guides you’re going to find

about US history.

47. Get the right review books. You need to make sure you have the best AP US History

review books to look at and study. These are going to give you plenty of information

about the specific topics that show up on the test or that at least could show up.

That’s a grand total of 47 different APUSH study tips that should help you learn how to get a

5 on the AP US History exam. Whether you’ve been studying for several months or you’re

trying to learn how to study for APUSH in one day, you need to remember to check out

practice tests and questions, use your time wisely, and read each question carefully

Hopefully, these AP US History tips and test-taking strategies will help you along the way.
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AP World History Tips and Test Taking Strategies

conqueryourexam.com/ap-world-history-tips/

Looking for AP World History tips? You’ve come to the right place.

When it comes to the AP World History exam, you can definitely expect it to be complicated.

In fact, very few people are able to get a 5 on this test, but if you’re conscientious about

studying and you work hard at it, you should be able to push yourself a little further.

The key is to make sure you study the right ways and that you’re paying attention to the

material. But if you don’t know how to study for AP World History, it can be difficult.

Studying along with your class is going to be a significant step, as is taking the test as quickly

as you can after completing the course, but we’re getting a little ahead of ourselves here.

You’re not going to figure out how to study for the AP World History exam in one day.

The AP World History test is distributed by CollegeBoard, which means they’re an excellent

resource for anything you might need. Official practice questions, rubrics, tests, old answers

and more are all available through their website. If you want to study these things (trust us,

you do) you’re going to want to check CollegeBoard to get the information.

We’re going to evaluate some of the top AP World History general study tips as well as

looking at each of the 2 sections within the test. You’ll find multiple choice, short answer,

document-based essay and long essay questions for a total of 60 questions and a total of 3

hours and 15 minutes. This is going to be a long test, so make sure that you’re mentally

prepared for what it’s going to take.

If you read through these tips and you work on each of them you’re definitely going to be

better prepared. You’ll know everything you need to know for AP World History. You may

not get a 5, but you’re definitely going to have an excellent foundation to start from and a

better chance of getting a higher score than you would have otherwise.

If you’re looking for the best AP World History review books, read our guide here.

General Study Tips for AP World History
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There are a number of different tips that you can definitely use when it comes to taking the

AP World History test. We’re going to look at some of the general areas to get started and

that way you’re going to have no problem getting your primary studying done. These tips

are going to help you get a good foundation for how to study the textbook and what you

should be doing in order to make sure you master the information (like using AP World

History practice test questions). From here, we’ll take a look at some of the other tips and

things you’ll need for the different sections of the test.

1. Study Daily – The first thing you want to do is study every single day. By studying each

day, you’re able to keep the information fresh in your mind, and you don’t have to

worry about missing any of the topics. You can focus on small sections each day and

have time to get through them.

2. Outline Each Chapter – You’re not going to have the time or the energy to read

through each chapter of your textbook multiple times. Try to outline the chapters so

you can skim through those outlines or notes when you want to brush up on different

parts or different time periods. You’ll be creating your own AP World History study

guide.

3. Look for Outlines Online – If you don’t really want to write up your own outlines, you

can also look for some outlines that are available online. You may be able to find some

that are even better than what you could write yourself. Plus, there are a lot of

different classes that are probably using the same text.

4. Barron’s AP World History Book  – This is a great AP World History study book, but

the Princeton book is another one that you could use. Each one is going to have some

practice questions as well as some easy to read and understand notes. You’ll be able

to get a good start on your studying this way.

5. Take Breaks – You definitely want to add in breaks when you’re studying. Breaks are

going to help you take a few minutes to breathe, and they’re going to make it possible

for you to relax. This will make sure you’re not cramming too hard and that you’re not

getting overly stressed.

6. Use Practice Questions  – Practice questions, especially the official ones from

CollegeBoard, are going to help you understand what the test is going to look like.

They’re going to show you past questions as well as the overall format of questions

that you can expect.

7. Know How to Analyze and Assess Historical Documents  – Historical documents are

going to be a big part of this test so make sure you know how to read them and how

to get the information that you need from them. You’ll need to know how to use that

information to support a conclusion as well.

8. Take Practice Tests – Use an AP World History practice test. Practice tests are going to

help you learn what the test is going to look like and they’ll help you with time

management. You also want to pay attention to the areas that you’re having trouble

with so you can focus your studying on those areas as you continue.
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9. Keep Up With the Class Reading – If you read along with the class and keep up with

where you’re supposed to be it’s going to be a whole lot easier for you to keep building

on the knowledge you already have and to make sure that you’re not missing anything

as you move forward.

10. Know How to Read Charts, Tables, and Maps – There will be some of each of these

on your exam, so it’s vital that you know how to look at them and how to gather

information from them. This will definitely play into being able to answer not just

multiple choice but essay questions as well.

11. Know Where You Struggle – Pay attention to the information that you’re missing

when you take practice tests or when you try to answer practice questions. You want

to make sure that you’re studying those areas and spending more of your study time

on those subjects rather than things you know.

12. Study With a Group – A group can be a big help when you’re studying because

everyone can help the group with the parts that they know. If you don’t know an area,

you can get help on it and if you do you’re going to be able to work with the group on

that section to make it easier for everyone.

13. Keep Track of Time – When you’re answering questions or taking practice tests, it’s

vital that you keep track of time. You want to make sure that you aren’t taking longer

than the time you’re going to get on the actual test so you can allot enough time to

each question.

14. Focus on Memorizing General Trends  – The general trends and the ways that

different situations and events relate to one another are the primary focus of this test.

These are the things that you want to spend your time trying to remember rather than

specific dates.

15. Watch Crash Course Videos – There are several crash course videos that you can

look at online. They’ll help you with different time periods, and some are even for the

entirety of the world history class and test. Make sure you’re checking out a couple of

them to get a thorough understanding.

Section 1 Tips for AP World History (Multiple Choice and Short
Answer)

Here is where you’ll have Ap World History exam multiple choice and AP World History short

answer questions. The first section of this test consists of 55 multiple choice questions

(which include AP World History stimulus based questions on the new version) and 3 short
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answer. The multiple choice questions are allotted 55 minutes and count for 40% of your

total score. The short answer are allotted 40 minutes and count for 20% of your overall

score. There are a number of different things to keep in mind for this section, and we’ll go

over a number of different things including making sure that you answer all of the questions

and making sure that you understand the question before you try to answer it. You want to

make sure you’re paying attention in this section because it’s the longest and is worth the

highest percentage of points.

16. Don’t Leave Any Questions Blank  – You aren’t going to get penalized for a wrong

answer, so you definitely don’t want to leave any questions blank. If you don’t know

the question, you can make a guess (we’ll talk about that in a minute) because even a

25% chance is better than a 0% chance.

17. Make an Educated Guess – If you don’t know the answer to the question take a

minute to read through the possible answers and see if you can eliminate any of

them. Even if you can only remove one, you’re going to have a better chance of getting

the points than if you don’t eliminate any.

18. Use High-Quality Erasers – If you need to change an answer, you need to be able to

erase the mark you made on your answer sheet entirely. That means you’re going to

need a good eraser that will make it possible to do so. A bad eraser could mean two

bubbles being filled in and that means you don’t get any points.

19. Keep Track of Your Answer Sheet – If you’re going to be moving around and

answering questions out of order, it’s essential that you keep track of where you are

on your answer sheet. Don’t skip over bubbles that you’re not supposed to or put

answers in the wrong bubbles.

20. Read All Words in the Question – When you read through your question make sure

you read every word of it. Missing a single word or misreading a single word could be

the difference between two different answers and you don’t want to get a question

wrong because you read it wrong.

21. Answer the Questions You Know First – The first thing you should do is read all of

the questions. Each of the multiple choice questions is worth the same amount of

points and each of the short answer is worth the same amount of points. What you

want to do is answer the questions you know first, so you have a set number of

guaranteed points.

22. Make Sure You Understand the Question – If you don’t understand the question

take a minute to read through it again. You should be able to understand what it’s

asking you before you attempt to pick an answer but reading the answers may also

give you an idea of what the question is trying to say.

23. Try to Answer the Question Before You Read the Answers – When you read the

question see if an answer comes to you before you even read the answers. If it does,

then that’s probably the answer (we’ll talk about trusting your gut). If nothing comes to

you, then go through the answers and see if one sticks out.
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24. Look for Absolutes – Most of the time absolutes are going to invalidate an answer.

‘Always’ or ‘never’ are generally not the right answer so look for those words to see if

they work for the question. If they are going to be the right answer chances are you’re

going to know it immediately.

25. Choose the Best Answer Not Just the Correct Answer – There could be more than

one answer that’s actually correct so make sure you’re looking for one that’s the best

possible answer. You want something that best fits what the question seems to be

looking for.

26. Trust Yourself – If you think you know the answer go with it. Trust yourself and

believe that you’re on the right track. Second-guessing yourself usually leads to

choosing the wrong answer, and that’s definitely not something you want. You want to

trust yourself.

27. Keep Your Answers Concise – Don’t write long answers for your short answer

questions. These are intended to be quick and concise so try to answer the question in

as few words as possible. These are not meant to be multi-paragraph, and that means

you should be able to write just a few sentences at most to get your answer out there.

28. Use Examples – You do want to have some examples and all the information

requested in the question. This might mean using information that’s provided or using

information that you already know from your classes. Don’t use your own personal

anecdotes or experiences, however.

29. Stick to What You Know – When it comes to short answer questions make sure that

you’re not jumping too far into things you don’t know. Stick to supporting points and

information that you feel confident in and that you know you’re using correctly so you

can get the points.

Section 2 Tips for AP World History (DBQ and Long Essay)

The second section of this test consists of 1 document-based essay and 1 long essay

question. The document-based essay is allotted 60 minutes and is worth 25% of your score

while the long essay is allotted 40 minutes and counts for 15% of your score. This section

has only 2 total questions, but they’re going to require you to do a lot of reading and writing.

You’ll need to be clear and concise with the information that you’re presenting, and that

may take some practice. We’ll cover some of the essential steps that you should be taking in

order to get as high of a score as you can in this section. Here are our top AP World History

tips for Section 2:
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30. Memorize the Rubric for Each – There is an official rubric from CollegeBoard that lets

you know what the rules are and how you can get each of the points within the essay

questions. They might be about mentioning a specific number of documents or the

context. Make sure you memorize this rubric before the test.

31. Meet Every Point on Rubric – Make sure you follow and meet every single point from

the rubric. That’s the only way you’re going to get all of the points for the test. Keep in

mind you have to have these memorized because the rubric is not going to be

provided to you during the test.

32. Grammar and Sentence Structure Not Required – This is not an English test, which

means you don’t need to worry so much about grammar, sentence structure, and a

proper paragraph structure. As long as your message can be understood you’re going

to be fine.

33. Use Your Key Terms – Make sure you’re using key terms wherever possible. Always

use terms that are used in the original question and make sure that you use any that

are required. Also, be sure you’re using those terms in the correct context to make

sure you get the points for them.

34. Practice Creating an Outline Quickly – You’re going to have a good amount of time

but not a lot of extra. Make sure that you practice outlining an essay quickly so that

when it comes to test day, you’re not going to have a problem with this process. You

want to be able to come up with a plan as fast as possible.

35. Use Specific Examples from History  – You should always use examples from history

when you’re writing your essay. Make sure that the examples you use are used

properly and that they come from the same time period though or you will not get the

points for supporting elements.

36. Take One Side of the Argument in Your Thesis – The essay you write should always

be an argumentative one. That means you need to take a single side of an issue when

you write out your thesis. Make sure that what you chose is something that someone

could disagree with or it’s not an argumentative essay.

37. Refer Back to the Documents Provided – Make points that refer back to the

documents that you’ve been provided. You may be asked to make certain connections

or to use so many examples. Make sure you’re pulling those out of the information

that they provide you with.

38. Do Not Use Your Own Opinion – Your opinion does not belong in the essay at all. It

should only use information directly from the passages and information that’s been

provided or specific events and facts that you have prior knowledge of in the same

historical time period.

39. Mark Important Parts of the Passage – As you’re reading through the passages

make sure that you mark out important sections, information that you’re going to use

in your argument and any questions that they are asking you to answer so you can

find them easily when you get to writing your essay.
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40. Mark the Historical Thinking Questions That Must Be Answered – In general, this

is going to mean compare, analyze, etc. You want to pay attention to what you’re

being asked so you can make sure you actually answer that question when you get to

the part of writing the essay.

41. Read the Questions and Choose One That You Know Most About – You’ll have

three different choices of what you want to write about so make sure you read

through them carefully. Choose one of the questions and make it the one that you

know the most about.

42. Mark the Time Frame the Question is Referring to – As you read make sure you

mark what time frame the question is taking place in. You need to use specific

examples, and you need to make sure that you have a comprehensive understanding

of that time period.

43. Stick to the Same Argument Throughout – Keep everything that you say related to

the same argument or thesis. You can bring up counterpoints, but you need to stay on

the same side of the fence all the way through rather than jumping back and forth too

much.

44. Use a Counterpoint – A counterpoint will make your argument even stronger and will

help you to show that you really understand the topic. This will help you to show you

can defend yourself and your point of view as well. You shouldn’t use too many

counterpoints, however, or you undermine your view.

45. Know the Category of the Question – Most questions are going to be either social,

political or economic in nature. Know where the question is coming from and what it’s

asking you so you can make sure that you’re answering it properly. You’ll want to

approach it from the same category.

46. Read and Analyze All Documents – Make sure you read through all of the

documents and analyze them. This is true even if you’re not required to use all of the

documents in your answer. Once you read and analyze, you’ll be able to decide which

ones best support your view and your thesis.

47. Source for HAPP – Go through the passages and look for historical context, intended

audience, purpose, and point of view. These four things are going to make it easier for

you to understand the passages and that’s going to make it easier for you to defend

your answer with the documents that you’ve been given.

48. Use At Least 3 Documents – You’re generally going to need to support your answer

with at least three of the documents that you’re being provided. Make sure, as you

write out your answer, that you’ve put in supporting (or detracting) points from at

least three documents so you can be sure to get all of the points for this section.

49. No Right or Wrong Answers – There are actually no right or wrong answers for these

questions. The point of these questions is whether or not you’ve actually answered the

question well and whether you’ve defended your point properly. If you argue well

you’re going to get the points for the question.
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Prepping for Test Day for AP World History

When it comes to getting ready for the day of your test you want to make sure that you

know what you’re getting into. Here we’re going to take a look at some of the essential tips

that you should follow in order to be ready on test day. This is going to include a number of

different ways to get ready coming up to the day of the test but also what’s going to happen

the day that you walk in to take the test. That way you can make sure you feel your absolute

best, and you can perform to your highest level when you’re writing out your answers. Here

are our AP World History tips when preparing for test day:

50. Don’t Study the Day of the Test – The day of the test you should be taking a little bit

of time to relax. You want to make sure that you’re doing all of the other things that

we’re going to talk about in this section. Cramming is only going to frustrate and

overwhelm you rather than actually helping you along.

51. Know When and Where to Be – Double check the date and time as well as the

location of the test. You should know well in advance where you need to be, what time

to be there and everything else about the day. That way, you can make sure you’re

calm and collected the day of.

52. Know What You Can and Can’t Have – Know what the rules are about what you can

bring into the test and what you aren’t allowed to bring in. You don’t want to have to

leave anything behind or get disqualified from the test because you brought

something in that day that you aren’t allowed to have.

53. Follow Your Routine – If you usually take certain medications in the morning make

sure you do the same on the day of your test. If you typically drink coffee (or don’t

drink coffee) do the same thing that day. This is going to help you be more in your

normal zone that day.

54. Practice Getting There On Time  – Once you know where the test is being held

practice driving there. Practice during the same time of day and if possible on the

same day of the week. That’s going to make it easier for you to plan for how long it’s

going to take you the actual day of the test.

55. Eat a Good Breakfast – Eat well before you go. Even if you’re nervous, it’s essential to

have a good breakfast so you can be ready to go. Eating well is going to make you

more focused, and it’s going to keep you from getting hungry when you’re trying to

take the test.
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56. Get To The Test Early – You should plan for getting to the testing site early so you can

make sure that you can park, take a few minutes to relax and get a seat before the

test is going to start. This is going to help you feel mentally prepared for what the test

is going to be like.

57. Get Plenty of Sleep – Getting enough sleep the night before is going to make sure

you’re rested and ready to go. If you’re tired, it’s going to be a lot more difficult for you

to concentrate while you’re trying to answer questions and you could forget the things

that you already knew.

58. Take Breaks and Relax – When there are breaks make sure you sit down and take a

few deep breaths. Relax during those breaks and take the opportunity to reset

yourself for the next section of the test. You shouldn’t be studying or trying to cram

any additional information during this time.

59. Be Prepared for the Day – Make sure you lay out everything that you’re going to

need on test day. That means all of your pens and pencils, the snacks you’re going to

take and even the clothes you’re going to wear. You want to make sure that you’re

ready to walk out the door as soon as you get up.

Hopefully, these AP World History tips are going to make it a whole lot easier for you to

study for your test and hopefully they’re going to help you get the grade that you want.

Getting a 5 on your test will be difficult. Very few people are able to manage it. But if you

follow this AP World History study plan, you should be well on your way. Just make sure

you’re taking it easy the day of the test, use your world history practice test and that you’re

not leaving any questions blank. These are going to be two of the most important things you

can do, along with sticking to a single argument in your essay questions.
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